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STAFF REPORT
Planning Commission
Meeting Date:
Staff Report Number:
Regular Business:

8/17/2015
15-012-PC
Architectural Control/Mohammad Mortazevi/12831295 El Camino Real

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission approve a request for architectural control to demolish
two existing commercial buildings and construct a new, three-story mixed-use development in the SPECR/D (El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan) zoning district, at 1283-1295 El Camino Real. The
development would consist of 15 dwelling units and approximately 2,000 sf of commercial uses (nonmedical offices, retail, personal services). The proposal includes a request to remove a heritage catalpa
tree at the middle-right side of the property, which is in poor/fair condition. The recommended actions are
included as Attachment A.

Policy Issues
Each architectural control request is considered individually. The Planning Commission should consider
whether the required architectural control findings can be made for the proposal.

Background
Site Location
The subject site consists of two parcels addressed 1283-1285 and 1295 El Camino Real, between the
intersections of Valparaiso/Glenwood Avenues and Oak Grove Avenue. A location map is included as
Attachment B. The properties are currently occupied by one-story commercial structures and surface
parking. Within the Specific Plan, the subject parcels are part of the ECR NW (El Camino Real NorthWest) sub-district, and are within the El Camino Real Mixed Use land use designation. Using El Camino
Real in a north-south orientation, the parcels to the north, east, and south are likewise part of the SPECR/D district, and generally consist of commercial buildings and vacant sites. The immediately adjacent
uses on the sides are an auto repair shop and a hotel. The large vacant parcel across El Camino Real is
the site of the proposed “Station 1300” mixed-use development (also known as the 1300 El Camino Real
project). The parcels to the west front onto Hoover Street and are part of the R-3 (Apartment) zoning
district. These sites are developed with multi-family and single-family residences.
Initial Project Review
The subject application was submitted in June 2014. Review of the project took longer than initially
anticipated, primarily due to the complexity of the El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan and the need
to verify full compliance with the Plan’s extensive design standards and guidelines. The overall
architectural style and general development parameters did not change as part of the review process, but
the applicant did make a few key changes in response to staff comments, in particular to relocate some
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parking spaces farther back on the parcel and to enhance the pedestrian entrance. These modifications
had the effect of increasing the length of ground-floor commercial frontage and helping enhance activity
and interest along the front façade, as described in more detail later. Staff also required multiple revisions
to the arborist report as part of the initial review process, in order to provide enhancements and
clarifications that are discussed in a following section.
Analysis
Project Description
The applicant is proposing to construct a new, three-story mixed-use development consisting of 15
residential units and 1,997 square feet of commercial space. A data table summarizing parcel and project
attributes is included as Attachment C. The project plans and the applicant’s project description letter are
included as Attachments D and E, respectively. The project would consist of a larger L-shaped building on
the front and right sides, and a smaller building at the left-rear portion of the property, although it would
function as a single, cohesive development.
Residential dwelling units are a permitted use in the El Camino Real Mixed Use land use designation. The
residences would include six three-bedroom units and nine two-bedroom units. The commercial space
would be designed to accommodate retail, personal service, or non-medical office uses, which are
likewise permitted in this area. The proposal would meet the Specific Plan’s Base level standards, which
were established to achieve inherent public benefits, such as the redevelopment of underutilized
properties, the creation of more vitality and activity, and the promotion of healthy living and sustainability.
As specified by the Specific Plan, the development would be required to achieve LEED Silver certification
(condition 4a).
The development would have a residential density of 23.8 dwelling units per acre, in compliance with the
limit of 25 dwelling units per acre. The project would have a FAR (Floor Area Ratio) of 1.09, below the
1.10 maximum. The FAR has been calculated per the definition of Gross Floor Area, which includes all
levels of a structure, with exemptions for covered parking and certain non-usable/non-occupiable areas.
The development would adhere to the building height (38 feet) limit, with limited screening parapets
exceeding this height by less than four feet, as is permitted. The ECR NW sub-district does not have an
additional façade height standard. The existing zero-foot front setback would be increased to five feet,
allowing the front sidewalk to be expanded significantly, as noted later.
The two existing parcels would be merged as part of the proposal (condition 4b). The applicant is not
proposing a subdivision at this time, so the residences would be rental units. The City does not currently
have an enforceable Below Market Rate (BMR) Housing requirement with regard to rental residences.
Studies on possible new requirements for rental residential projects are underway, but such requirements
are not anticipated to apply to projects that have already received their discretionary approvals. However,
if a condominium subdivision is proposed in the future, it would require Planning Commission
review/recommendation and City Council action on a major subdivision application, including application of
BMR requirements for ownership housing. For the commercial portion of the proposal, the project
represents a reduction in square footage from the existing conditions, which would not result in any BMR
requirements.
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Design and Materials
Staff has also prepared a detailed Standards and Guidelines Compliance Worksheet (Attachment F),
which discusses all relevant Specific Plan Chapter E (Land Use and Building Character) requirements in
detail. The proposal complies with all standards (which are required), and the majority of guidelines (which
are recommended). Where guidelines are only partially complied with, the basis/context for that is noted.
The design creates a semi-continuous building frontage along El Camino Real to simulate a traditional
urban pattern of building facades along the street. The ground floor would have two commercial spaces
facing the street with storefronts, doors, and awnings along the sidewalk. Above the commercial spaces,
five two-level residential units would be accessed from stairs adjacent to the commercial spaces. Ten
three-story townhouse-style units and parking for residential and commercial uses would be located
behind the El Camino Real frontage.
The street-facing massing and façade would have a near symmetrical presentation to the street,
punctuated at the center by the breezeway portal used to access parking and residential units. Because
the townhouse units would have individual garages, the center drive aisle would be the most efficient
means to obtain access. Once beyond the street-fronting building wall, the drive aisle would simulate a
private tree-lined street. One of the goals of the design was to place parking behind the building so that it
had as little impact on the street as possible. As noted in the Background section, this was a change made
by the applicant in response to staff direction on this topic. Parking, bicycle, and pedestrian access are
discussed further in the Parking and Circulation section.
The architectural presentation of the building along the street would be contemporary in forms and
materials. Staff believes that the pattern of vertical and horizontal zones on the façade would provide a
transitional response to El Camino Real’s evolving nature from an automotive-oriented arterial to an urban
boulevard with more pedestrian emphasis at street level sidewalks. The design features an overall
horizontal presentation across the frontage, but the composition would also include vertical forms and
modulation. The central driveway would function as the required major vertical façade modulation, with the
structure set back at this location from the main building façade. Minor vertical façade modulations would
also be featured at intervals of no more than 50 feet, as specified by plan sheet A5.4.
The façade’s massing would be articulated by tower elements to either side of the car portal, one of which
contains the pedestrian access point. The tower elements would feature variation in height, roof forms,
glazing patterns, and material direction from adjacent building forms to draw attention to these elements
and deemphasize the service nature of the automobile access. Such height variations are required to
accompany the major vertical façade modulation. At the upper levels, the strong corner windows would
both lighten the forms and draw the eye away from the car portal.
Similarly, the building corners along the street would be pulled back from the side lot lines and have large
corner windows. The rooflines at the building corners would also have horizontal eaves to highlight the
corners, and step down in height from the adjacent parapet wall. This would help the building’s scale as
viewed down the street over lower buildings, and generally enhance the façade’s silhouette.
In regards to the residential units and townhomes, the exterior of the building would be treated similarly on
all sides (see perspective renderings on sheet A5.5 of the plan set). The scale and pattern of façade
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composition would feature only minor variations from the street façade to the interior of the project. The
townhome-style units would be integrated into the larger building form, as opposed to appearing like row
houses. Functionally, at the first level the townhomes would have entries off of small porches (some
shared with other units) and private yard areas. The main living level and small decks would be located on
the second floor, with bedrooms on the third level.
Major themes to the façade composition would include materials used in zones to break up the building
mass through material and color variation, and the use of small offsets in wall plane and roof height to
further differentiate the building volume and articulate form.
On the street facing section of the building (including the front and street visible sides), materials and
finishes would include: painted smooth surface cement board lap siding with a shallow four-inch profile;
12-inch-wide vertical painted, smooth surface cement board siding; and smooth coat stucco. The stucco at
the commercial frontage would be divided into a grid pattern by half-inch reveals.
On the front of the building at the commercial space storefronts, windows would have aluminum frames.
The residential windows at the front portion of the building would also feature aluminum frames and
sashes. The samples provided and rendered elevations indicate these windows would be black in color
similar to the awnings, railings, and trim. Details are also shown for awnings, railings, roof edges, and
window/window trim at the front of the building and these details appear visually resolved in a manner that
is consistent with the design intent.
On the townhouse sections of the building, the materials would be similar except that sand texture stucco
would be used instead of smooth stucco, and vinyl windows would be used instead of aluminum frame
windows. The sample provided shows the vinyl windows to be white, but the colored elevations and
renderings show these windows a variation of burgundy, dark brown and medium grey color. Staff has
included a condition of approval to clarify that the vinyl windows on the townhouse sections would have a
color similar to the front elevation’s windows, for consistency (condition 4c). For townhouse sections, most
roofing would be flat, with a few small sections of pitched roofing with corrugated metal.
Detailing at the windows at the townhomes are suggested by the elevations and renderings to be slightly
set back from exterior trim and generally similar in appearance to the aluminum windows at the front of the
building, but details are not provided for these conditions. Garage doors are proposed to be fiberglass and
have a V-groove horizontal wood oak stain appearance with small windows. The pattern of the door
panels would be generally consistent with the use of materials elsewhere on the façade.
The color palette would be generally earthy and muted, although the Planning Commission should note
that the renderings do not necessarily relay all colors precisely, and the color and materials board should
be reviewed at the August 17, 2015 meeting. Overall, staff believes that the composition of the elevations
is fairly well resolved, and the detailing and materials are clearly expressed for the street-facing building
volume. Detailing is less clear on the townhouse section of the proposal, although these elevations would
be less visible from the public right-of-way.
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Parking and Circulation
Vehicular
As required by the Specific Plan, a minimum of one space per dwelling unit would be provided for each of
the 15 residences. Of the ten townhouse-style units at the middle/rear of the property, one would have a
one-car garage, four would have two-car garages in a side-by-side layout, and five would have two-car
garages in a tandem layout. Tandem parking is not typically permitted for required parking spaces, but
these garages may be approved because the requirement is only one space per unit. As a result, the
second tandem space in these garages is considered surplus. Of the five apartment-style units at the front,
one would have a one-car garage, and the remaining four would have assigned surface parking spaces at
the rear of the property. (In contrast to residential-only zoning districts, the Specific Plan does not require
residential parking spaces to be covered.)
The proposed commercial space would be parked at a ratio of four spaces per 1,000 square feet of gross
floor area. This ratio would permit general (non-medical/dental) office, retail, and personal service uses,
but would not permit medical/dental office, supermarkets, or restaurants. For the proposed 1,997 square
feet, the 4:1,000 ratio results in a requirement for eight spaces, which would be located in a partiallycovered parking area at the middle-left side of the property. The applicant has not proposed a shared
parking reduction to account for the mixture of uses. Parking would not be permitted in any area other than
what is designated as a space on the proposed plan.
Per the Specific Plan, a minimum of one residential parking space is required to be provided with an
electric vehicle charger. The plans currently designate two of the commercial spaces to be outfitted with
charging stations, which is positive but which does not fully address the Specific Plan requirement. As a
result, staff is including a condition of approval requiring the building permit to specify installation of a
charger on at least one residential parking space (condition 4d).
Along this stretch of El Camino Real, the street frontage currently includes on-street parallel parking
spaces. However, the City is currently considering the El Camino Real Corridor Study, which could result
in this on-street parking being removed for an additional vehicular travel lane or a bicycle facility. The City
Council is tentatively scheduled to consider the Corridor Study on August 25, 2015. As noted above, the
project would exceed its parking requirement on-site, so the presence or absence of on-street parking
should not affect this proposal.
Bicycle
In addition to automobile parking, the Specific Plan requires bicycle parking for all new developments, for
both short-term and long-term use. For the residential units with private garages, the long-term
requirement is addressed by each unit’s garage. For the other residential units and the commercial space,
the long-term requirement would be met by a secure bicycle locker at the left side of the front carport entry,
which has space for eight bicycles. The short-term requirement for all uses would be addressed by five
bicycle racks at the front right and left corners of the site. The precise design/spacing of these bicycle
racks would be clarified as part of the building permit submittal (condition 4e).
Pedestrian
In this area, the Specific Plan specifies that sidewalks should have a 12-foot total width, made up of a fourfoot furnishings zone and an eight-foot clear walking zone. As shown on the site plan and landscape plan,
the existing tree wells would be expanded to create an improved furnishings zone, and a minimum of eight
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feet of unobstructed sidewalk would be provided on the interior side of the furnishings zone. For the
portion of the sidewalk that extends onto the subject property, a Public Access Easement (PAE) would
need to be recorded (condition 4f). To account for the fact that the adjacent properties have narrower,
attached sidewalks (and may continue to for some time), the proposed furnishings zone would be paved
as it approaches the sides, allowing pedestrians to transition from the new detached sidewalk to the older
attached sidewalks.
The commercial spaces would feature direct access from the El Camino Real sidewalk. Pedestrian access
to/from the rest of the site would be provided by an open gate at the right side of the vehicular entry. On
site, pedestrian paths would be suggested by a decorative paving pattern at the sides of the central
driveway. This paving could be driven on, but vehicle/pedestrian conflicts should be limited given the
relatively low on-site traffic volumes and speeds.
Trees and Landscaping
The project would meet the ECR NW minimum open space requirement of 20 percent of the lot, with 21.6
percent proposed. Most of the open space (19.2 percent) would be met at ground level through at-grade
patios, the front sidewalk, and various landscaped areas, although a small portion of the requirement
would be met through private balconies, which also provide usable open space (in particular for the front
apartment-style units, which do not have private yards).
The applicant has submitted an arborist report (Attachment G) detailing the species, size, and conditions
of the significant trees on or near the site. The report determines the present condition, discusses the
impacts of the proposed improvements, and provides recommendations for tree preservation. All
recommendations identified in the arborist report would be ensured through condition 3g.
The applicant is proposing to remove one heritage tree, a 25.9-inch diameter catalpa at the middle-right
side of the property (Tree #5). This tree is listed in poor/fair condition, and the City Arborist has tentatively
recommended approval of the removal due to its condition, conflicts with the proposed site improvements,
and the fact that removal would likely benefit the health of an adjacent heritage oak (Tree #6). At the rear,
five heritage trees are located on or near the shared property line. Of these, most notable is a 23.8-inch
diameter coast live oak (Tree #1), which could be affected by construction activities. The arborist has
listed protection measures for all heritage trees, with specific recommendations for Trees #1 and #6,
including construction fencing, pavement removal actions, and ivy removal. Much of the new paving would
be pervious pavers, which would benefit the long-term health of the rear trees, although care is required
with installation of such systems, as noted in the arborist report. The arborist recommendations have been
coordinated with the civil plans; for example, a subdrain pipe along the right side property line would be
rerouted around Tree #6, in order to protect its roots.
At the front, the consolidation of the two driveways into one center driveway would require the removal of
two non-heritage street trees. The street trees along this portion of El Camino Real were planted in one of
the first phases of the Trees for Menlo project, and they currently provide an attractive street canopy.
Removal of two of these trees is not ideal, but the driveway consolidation is positive from both a safety
and design perspective, and the applicant is proposing to plant two new street trees in the former righthand driveway opening, which would be filled in. The City Arborist has tentatively approved these street
tree changes, subject to approval of the overall development proposal.
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On site, the applicant is proposing 23 new trees, most of which would be ornamental trees such as
chanticleer pears and crepe myrtles. However, two London plane trees would also be planted, meeting the
heritage tree replacement guideline for replanting at a 2:1 ratio, for the proposed heritage catalpa removal.
Smaller landscaping would provide accents throughout the property, including at portions of the front
elevation.
Trash and Recycling
Each of the townhouse-style units would store individual refuse bins in the private garages. The
commercial space and the apartment-style units would have covered trash and recycling areas at the front
corners of the buildings. These areas would be obscured from public view by fencing and gates. The bins
would be wheeled out to El Camino Real on the service day for collection. The plans have been reviewed
and tentatively approved by the City’s refuse collector, Recology. Due to the number of bins and the
potential for visual clutter, staff has included a condition of approval prohibiting the storage of refuse bins
along the property frontage overnight (condition 4g).
Correspondence
Staff has not received any letters regarding the proposal. The applicant has stated that an initial outreach
meeting was held in 2014, and that another meeting is being planned.
Conclusion
The proposal would adhere to the extensive standards and guidelines established by the Specific Plan, as
verified in detail in the Standards and Guidelines Compliance Worksheet. Overall, staff believes that the
development would provide a transitional response to El Camino Real’s evolving nature from an
automotive-oriented arterial to an urban boulevard with more pedestrian emphasis at street level
sidewalks. The composition of the elevations is fairly well resolved, and the detailing and materials are
clearly expressed for the street-facing building volume. The proposal would meet the Specific Plan’s Base
level standards, which were established to achieve inherent public benefits, such as the redevelopment of
underutilized properties, the creation of more vitality and activity, and the promotion of healthy living and
sustainability. Vehicular and bicycle parking requirements would be met, and the development would also
provide a positive pedestrian experience. The heritage catalpa tree removal is justified by health issues
and construction conflicts, and would benefit an adjacent heritage oak tree. New plantings would meet the
heritage tree replacement guidelines. Staff recommends that the Planning Commission approve the
proposed architectural control.

Impact on City Resources
The project sponsor is required to pay planning, building and public works permit fees, based on the City’s
Master Fee Schedule, to fully cover the cost of staff time spent on the review of the project. In addition, the
recommended conditions of approval include payment of the Transportation Impact Fee (TIF) (condition
4iA), Specific Plan Transportation Infrastructure Proportionate Cost-Sharing Fee (condition 4iB, not
applicable in this case), and the El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan Preparation Fee (condition 4j).
These required fees were established to account for projects’ proportionate obligations.
Environmental Review
The Specific Plan process included detailed review of projected environmental impacts through a program
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Environmental Impact Report (EIR), as required by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). In
compliance with CEQA requirements, the Draft EIR was released in April 2011, with a public comment
period that closed in June 2011. The Final EIR, incorporating responses to Draft EIR comments, as well
as text changes to parts of the Draft EIR itself, was released in April 2012, and certified along with the final
Plan approvals in June 2012.
The Specific Plan EIR identifies no impacts or less-than-significant impacts in the following categories:
Aesthetic Resources; Geology and Soils; Hydrology and Water Quality; Land Use Planning and Policies;
Population and Housing; and Public Services and Utilities. The EIR identifies potentially significant
environmental effects that, with mitigation, would be less than significant in the following categories:
Biological Resources; Cultural Resources; Hazards and Hazardous Materials. The EIR identifies
potentially significant environmental effects that will remain significant and unavoidable in the following
categories: Air Quality; Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change; Noise; and Transportation, Circulation
and Parking. The Final EIR actions included adoption of a Statement of Overriding Considerations, which
is a specific finding that the project includes substantial benefits that outweighs its significant, adverse
environmental impact.
As specified in the Specific Plan EIR and the CEQA Guidelines, program EIRs provide the initial
framework for review of discrete projects. In particular, projects of the scale of 1283-1295 El Camino Real
are required to be analyzed with regard to whether they would have impacts not examined in the Program
EIR. This conformance checklist, which analyzes the project in relation to each environmental category in
appropriate detail, is included as Attachment H. As detailed in the conformance checklist, the proposed
project would not result in greater impacts than were identified for the Program EIR. Relevant mitigation
measures have been applied and would be adopted as part of the Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program (MMRP), which is included as Attachment I. Full compliance with the MMRP would be ensured
through condition 4h. No new impacts have been identified and no new mitigation measures are required
for the proposed project. Mitigations include construction-related best practices regarding air quality and
noise, payment of transportation-impact-related fees (condition 4i), and implementation of a Transportation
Demand Management (TDM) program. The MMRP also includes two completed mitigation measures
relating to cultural resources, which are required to be addressed at the application submittal stage. First,
for Mitigation Measure CUL-1: due to the age of the structures being greater than 50 years, a historic
resource evaluation was conducted by a qualified architectural historian and concluded that the 1283-1285
El Camino Real structure is not a historic resource, and the 1295 El Camino Real structure is less than 50
years old and not an exceptional architectural specimen. As a result, the redevelopment project can
proceed without impacts to historic resources. Second, for Mitigation Measure CUL-2a: a cultural
resources study performed by a qualified archaeologist/cultural resources professional determined that the
proposed project will have no impact on cultural resources. Both studies are available for review upon
request.
Specific Plan Maximum Allowable Development
Per Section G.3, the Specific Plan establishes the maximum allowable net new development as follows:
Residential uses: 680 units; and
Non-residential uses, including retail, office and hotel: 474,000 square feet.
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These totals are intended to reflect likely development throughout the Specific Plan area. As noted in the
Plan, development in excess of these thresholds will require amending the Specific Plan and conducting
additional environmental review.
If the project is approved and implemented, the Specific Plan Maximum Allowable Development would be
revised to account for the net changes as follows:

Existing
Proposed
Net Change
% of Maximum
Allowable Development

Dwelling Units
0
15
15
2.2%

Commercial Square Footage
6,471
1,997
-4,474
-0.9%

Public Notice
Public Notification was achieved by posting the agenda, with the agenda items being listed, at least 72
hours prior to the meeting. Public notification also consisted of publishing a notice in the local newspaper
and notification by mail of owners and occupants within a 300-ft radius of the subject property.
Appeal Period
The Planning Commission action will be effective after 15 days unless the action is appealed to the City
Council, in which case the outcome of the application shall be determined by the City Council.

Attachments
A. Recommended Actions
B. Location Map
C. Data Table
D. Project Plans
E. Project Description Letter
F. Specific Plan Standards and Guidelines Compliance Worksheet
G. Arborist Report
H. Specific Plan Program EIR Conformance Checklist
I. Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP)
Disclaimer
Attached are reduced versions of maps and diagrams submitted by the applicants. The accuracy of the
information in these drawings is the responsibility of the applicants, and verification of the accuracy by City
Staff is not always possible. The original full-scale maps, drawings and exhibits are available for public
viewing at the Community Development Department.
Exhibits to Be Provided at Meeting
Color and Materials Board
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Report prepared by:
Thomas Rogers, Senior Planner
Report reviewed by:
Arlinda Heineck, Community Development Director
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1283-1295 El Camino Real - Attachment A: Recommended Actions

LOCATION: 1283-1295
El Camino Real

PROJECT NUMBER:
PLN2014-00042

APPLICANT:
Mohammad Mortazavi

OWNER: Mohammad
Mortazavi and Menlo El
Camino LLC

REQUEST: Architectural control to demolish two existing commercial buildings and construct a new,
three-story mixed-use building in the SP-ECR/D (El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan) zoning district.
The new building would consist of 15 dwelling uriits and approximately 2,000 sf of commercial uses (nonmedical offices, retail, personal services). The proposal includes a request to remove a heritage catalpa
tree at the middle-right side of the property, which is in poor/fair condition.
DECISION ENTITY: Planning
Commission

DATE: August 17, 2015

ACTION: TBD

VOTE: TBD (Combs, Ferrick, Goodhue, Kadvany, Kahle, Onken, Strehl)
ACTION:

1.

2.

3.

Make findings with regard to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) that the proposal is
within the scope of the project covered by the El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR,
which was certified on June 5, 2012. Specifically, make findings that:
a.

A checklist has been prepared detailing that no new effects could occur and no new
mitigation measures would be required (Attachment H).

b.

Relevant mitigation measures have been incorporated into the project through the Mitigation
Monitoring and Reporting Program (Attachment I), which is approved as part of this finding.

c.

Upon completion of project improvements, the Specific Plan Maximum Allowable
Development will be adjusted by 15 residential units and negative 4,474 square feet of nonresidential uses, accounting for the project's net share of the Plan's overall projected
development and associated impacts.

Adopt the following findings, as per Section 16.68.020 of the Zoning Ordinance, pertaining to
architectural control approval:
a.

The general appearance of the structure is in keeping with the character of the neighborhood.

b.

The development will not be detrimental to the harmonious and orderly growth of the City.

c.

The development will not impair the desirability of investment or occupation in the
neighborhood.

d.

The development provides adequate parking as required in all applicable City Ordinances
and has made adequate provisions for access to such parking.

e.

The development is consistent with the El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan, as verified
in detail in the Standards and Guidelines Compliance Worksheet (Attachment F).

Approve the architectural control subject to the following standard conditions:
a.

Development of the project shall be substantially in conformance with the plans prepared by
Dahlin Group, consisting of 46 plan sheets, dated received August 3, 2015, and approved by
the Planning Commission on August 17, 2015, except as modified by the conditions
contained herein, subject to review and approval of the Planning Division.

b.

Prior to building permit issuance, the applicants shall comply with all Sanitary District, Menlo
Park Fire Protection District, and utility companies' regulations that are directly applicable to
the project.

c.

Prior to building permit issuance, the applicants shall comply with all requirements of the
Building Division, Engineering Division, and Transportation Division that are directly
applicable to the project.
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LOCATION: 1283-1295
El Camino Real

PROJECT NUMBER:
PLN2014-00042

APPLICANT:
Mohammad Mortazavi

OWNER: Mohammad
Mortazavi and Menlo El
Camino LLC

REQUEST: Architectural control to demolish two existing commercial buildings and construct a new,
three-story mixed-use building in the SP-ECR/D (El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan) zoning district.
The new building would consist of 15 dwelling units and approximately 2,000 sf of commercial uses (nonmedical offices, retail, personal services). The proposal includes a request to remove a heritage catalpa
tree at the middle-right side of the property, which is in poor/fair condition.
DECISION ENTITY: Planning
Commission

DATE: August 17, 2015

ACTION: TBD

VOTE: TBD (Combs, Ferrick, Goodhue, Kadvany, Kahle, Onken, Strehl)
ACTION:

4.

d.

Prior to building permit issuance, the applicant shall submit a plan for any new utility
installations or upgrades for review and approval of the Planning, Engineering and Building
Divisions. All utility equipment that is installed outside of a building and that cannot be placed
underground shall be properly screened by landscaping. The plan shall show exact locations
of all meters, back flow prevention devices, transformers, junction boxes, relay boxes, and
other equipment boxes.

e.

Simultaneous with the submittal of a complete building permit application, the applicant shall
submit plans indicating that the applicant shall remove and replace any damaged and
significantly worn sections of frontage improvements. The plans shall be submitted for the
review and approval of the Engineering Division.

f.

Simultaneous with the submittal of a complete building permit application, the applicant shall
submit a Grading and Drainage Plan for review and approval of the Engineering Division. The
Grading and Drainage Plan shall be approved prior to issuance of a grading, demolition or
building permit.

g.

Heritage trees in the vicinity of the construction project shall be protected pursuant to the
Heritage Tree Ordinance.

h.

Concurrent with the submittal of a complete building permit application, the applicant shall
provide documentation indicating the amount of irrigated landscaping. If the project proposes
more than 2,500 square feet of irrigated landscaping, then a detailed landscape plan
documenting compliance with the Water Efficient Landscape Ordinance (Municipal Code
12.44) will be required, subject to review and approval of the Engineering Division.

Approve the architectural control subject to the following project-specific conditions:
a.

Simultaneous with the submittal of a complete building permit application, the applicant shall
submit an updated LEED Checklist, subject to review and approval of the Planning Division.
The Checklist shall be prepared by a LEED Accredited Professional (LEED AP). The LEED
AP should submit a cover letter stating their qualifications, and confirm that they have
prepared the Checklist and that the information presented is accurate. Confirmation that the
project conceptually achieves LEED Silver certification shall be required before issuance of
the building permit. Prior to final inspection of the building permit, the project shall submit
verification that the development has achieved final LEED Silver certification.

b.

Concurrent with the submittal of a complete building permit application, the applicant shall
submit a lot merger for this project, subject to review and approval of the Engineering
Division. Said lot merger shall be recorded prior to the issuance of building permit.

c.

Concurrent with submittal of a complete building permit application, the applicant shall submit
revised plans specifying that the windows on the side/rear/interior elevations will have a color
that matches the windows on the front elevation, subject to review and approval of the
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LOCATION: 1283-1295
El Camino Real

PROJECT NUMBER:
PLN2014-00042

APPLICANT:
Mohammad Mortazavi

OWNER: Mohammad
Mortazavi and Menlo El
Camino LLC

REQUEST: Architectural control to demolish two existing commercial buildings and construct a new,
three-story mixed-use building in the SP-ECR/D (El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan) zoning district.
The new building would consist of 15 dwelling units and approximately 2,000 sf of commercial uses (nonmedical offices, retail, personal services). The proposal includes a request to remove a heritage catalpa
tree at the middle-right side of the property, which is in poor/fair condition.
DECISION ENTITY: Planning
Commission

DATE: August 17, 2015

ACTION: TBD

VOTE: TBD (Combs, Ferrick, Goodhue, Kadvany, Kahle, Onken, Strehl)
ACTION:
Planning Division.
d.

Concurrent with submittal of a complete building permit application, the applicant shall submit
revised plans specifying that a minimum of one residential parking space shall be equipped
with an electric vehicle charger, subject to review and approval of the Planning Division.

e.

Concurrent with submittal of a complete building permit application, the applicant shall submit
revised plans clearly specifying that a minimum of five short-term bicycle parking spaces shall
be provided near the front of the development, not in conflict with any other site
improvements or the eight-foot clear walking zone, subject to review and approval of the
Planning Division.

f.

Concurrent with, or prior to, the submittal of a complete building permit application, the
applicant shall submit a draft Public Access Easement (PAE) along the property frontage to
accommodate the full eight-foot clear walking zone. Said dedication shall be accepted by the
City Council prior to the issuance of building permit. Said PAE shall be recorded prior to
building permit final inspect, subject to review and approval of the Engineering Division.

g.

Refuse bins shall not be left on the property frontage or in other visible areas overnight.

h.

The applicant shall address all Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP)
requirements as specified in the MMRP (Attachment I). Failure to meet these requirements
may result in delays to the building permit issuance, stop work orders during construction,
and/or fines.

i.

Prior to issuance of the building permit, the applicant shall submit all relevant transportation
impact fees, subject to review and approval of the Transportation Division. Such fees include:

j.

A.

The citywide Transportation Impact Fee (TIF) is currently estimated at $8, 190.68.
This was calculated by multiplying the fee of $1,927.02 per multi-family unit by 15
units and the fee of $4.63/square feet per retail space by 1,997 square feet for new
uses and a credit for 6,471 square feet of existing commercial uses. This fee is
updated annually on July 1st based on the Engineering News Record Bay Area
Construction Cost Index.

B.

The Specific Plan EIR requires fair-share contributions for additional intersections
not included in the citywide TIF. The City has adopted a Supplemental
Transportation impact fee for the infrastructure required as part of the Downtown
Specific Plan. The fee is calculated at $379.40 per PM peak hour vehicle trip. The
proposed project is estimated to generate zero net new PM peak hour trips, so
there is no supplement TIF due.

Prior to building permit issuance, the applicant shall pay the El Camino Real/Downtown
Specific Plan Preparation Fee, which is established at $1.13/square foot for all net new
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LOCATION: 1283-1295
El Camino Real

PROJECT NUMBER:
PLN2014-00042

APPLICANT:
Mohammad Mortazavi

OWNER: Mohammad
Mortazavi and Menlo El
Camino LLC

REQUEST: Architectural control to demolish two existing commercial buildings and construct a new,
three-story mixed-use building in the SP-ECR/D (El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan) zoning district.
The new building would consist of 15 dwelling units and approximately 2,000 sf of commercial uses (nonmedical offices, retail, personal services). The proposal includes a request to remove a heritage catalpa
tree at the middle-right side of the property, which is in poor/fair condition.
DECISION ENTITY: Planning
Commission

DATE: August 17, 2015

ACTION: TBD

VOTE: TBD (Combs, Ferrick, Goodhue, Kadvany, Kahle, Onken, Strehl)
ACTION:
development. For the subject proposal, the fee is estimated at $26,470.25 ($1.13 x 23,425
net new square feet).
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1283-1295 El Camino Real -Attachment C: Data Table

PROPOSED
PROJECT
27,393

Lot area
Setbacks
Front
Rear
Side (left)
Side (right)
Density

5.0
20.0
6.6
5.8
15.0
23.8
29,896.0
109.1

FAR (Floor Area Ratio)
Square footage by use
Residential
Commercial
Open Space

27,899
1,997
4,074.0
52.2
31.3

Building height
Parking
Residential
Commercial

Notes:
•
•
Trees

EXISTING
DEVELOPMENT

ZONING
ORDINANCE

sf

27,393

sf

n/a

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
du
du/acre
sf
%

73.0
19.0
49.0
0.0
0.0
6,471.0
23.6

ft.
ft.
ft.
du
du/acre
sf
%

0.0
6,471.0

sf
sf

sf
sf
sf
%
ft.

5-8
20
n/a
n/a
15.7
25.0
30,132.3
110.0

5,478.6
20.0
38.0

sf min.
ft. min.-max.
ft. min.
ft. min.-max.
ft. min.-max.
du max.
du/acre max.
sf max.
%max.

sf min.
%min.
ft. max.

n/a

1 space per du min.

not available

4 spaces per 1,000 sf
min. (non-medical office,
retail, ersonal services

Areas shown highlighted indicate a nonconforming or substandard situation.
"Existin Develo ment" anal zes the two existin arcels as one develo ment site.

Heritage trees
7*
Non-Heritage trees
Heritage trees proposed
1
Non-Heritage trees
for removal
proposed for removal
*Includes five trees on/near the rear property line.
**Street trees

6**
2**

New Trees
Total Number
of Trees

23
33
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MAIL BOX CLUSTER OR EQUAL

PARKING FOR RESIDENTIAL AND NON-RESIDENTIAL USE
GUEST BICYCLE RACKS (DERO HOOP RACK)
ELECTRIC VEHICLE STATION
PARKING FOR RESIDENCES ABOVE COMMERCIAL
TREE NOT ON PROPERTY
EXISTING & ADDED TREES: E.3.7.06 GUIDELINE
"INCORPORATE CANOPY TREES FOR SHADE"
LADDER TO ROOF
METAL CANOPY OVER TRASH I RECYCLING
RESIDENT BICYCLE RACKS (DERO ULTRA SPACE SAVER)
HOA STORAGE
NON-MEDICAL OFFICE, RETAIL, OR PERSONAL SERVICES
PROGRESS LIGHTING P5781-20EBVv'B,
10.5" CEILING FIXTURE
14.5"WALL SCONCE, SEE ELEVATION KEY NOTE #18
24"WALL SCONCE, SEE ELEVATION KEY NOTE #13
ADAPTABLE FIRST FLOOR
METAL CANOPIES AT ENTRIES
(N) IRRIGATION BACKFLOWDEVICE
(NJ DOMESTIC WATER BACKFLOWDEVlCE
(N) WATER METER
(N) FIRE SPRINKLER DOUBLE-CHECK DETECTOR
BACKFLOW DEVICE
(NJ PIV I FDC

PROGRESS LIGHTING
P5781·20EBVv'B
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JOB NO. 1199-001
DATE
07-28-15
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SITE AREA PLAN
SCALE: 1"=20'·0"

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP

JOB N0.1199-001
DATE
07-28-15
58650wensDrlve
Plea~nnlon,CA94568

925-251-7200

A1.2

~~~~,~~,~~~----

LEGEND

IT/I PAVING/HARDSCAPE AREA
lLJ 5,736 SQFT 20.94%
1,431(PAVING)+4,305 (PERVIOUS) = 5,736 SQFT
RESIDENTIAL AREA (COUNTS TOWARDS
BUILDING FOOTPRINT COVERAGE)
14,200 SQFT 51.84%

C>QJ v:i~~s~tri ~nf%
3, 152 (LANDSCAPE)+ 4,305 (PERVIOUS) = 7,457 SOFT
27,392 SQFT 100 %

G:'0l PERVIOUS PAVING AREA
~ 8,610 SQFT

NOTE: PERVIOUS PAVING COUNTS AS 50%
LANDSCAPE COVERAGE CREDIT. IT IS USED AT
THE AUTO COURT AND SHARED PARKING, AND
PRIVATE PATIOS AS INDICATED.
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SITE AREA CALCULATION
SCALE: 3/32"=1'-0"

EL CAMINO REAL

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP
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JOB N0.1199-001
DATE
07-28-15
58650wonsDrivo
Plaasanton,CA94588
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EL CAMINO REAL

(NORTH) FACING EL CAMINO REAL

STREETSCAPE
SCALE: 1/8"=1'-0"
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1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP
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JOB NO. 1199-001
DATE
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JOB N0.1199-001
DATE
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-!¥M
r.o.s/~:;~oA:ui.

11~11·1.0.R, AIN.--·---~

T.O.SF{!!

~ROHR

11'•1\"T.O.R ADV.
T.0.::FQ3Rt:IFLR

NOTE

s

~

~c:N~;~ED
ROClfORA!N
OVERFLOW

~'Q

(X)'i\NSPOUT

~SHELF

RO<'ESUYE

~r;rg·~¥~R -~· ~T.O.W, TOP OF WALL

~~

ROOF PLAN
SCALE: 3132"=1'-0"

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP
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JOB NO. 1199-001
DATE
07-28-15
586501Wn$Dtivo

Ple11S3nlon,CA94588
925-251-7200

A2.4

18'-0"

18'-2"

;

~I

1t:~;::1

F

l\~
2.CAR

TANDEM
GARAGE

l/~G

tt

-

\\\z~

""

~

II

.;,

...

Wf~~~~~

""""'""''""'"'""""

I(I([]!
i
~• ~~---·

--,--

''-/I •

==-=·'---------,llj - · -

PLAN 1A - THIRD FLOOR PLAN

~-!/'..

PLAN 1A - SECOND FLOOR PLAN

PLAN 1A - FIRST FLOOR PLAN

UNIT PLANS
PLAN 1A
SCALE: 1/4"=1'-0"
0

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP
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JOB NO. 1199-001

DATE

07-28-15

58650wcm$0fivo
Pktunnton,CA94588
925-251-7200

A3.1

t---"'19='-4:1"3~/4'~'==E=:=rr:=======~---+----'"F

19'-4 3/4"

\,

19'-4 3/4"

!.

'i

==
I·it::;;rI
TECH

BE*~·~'!~us

'AA'l~BATH3

_j
r---lr'---i

~

~...

AOAl'TAlllE

1ucvct(ll nA~H I

-:::=::

(\

M

L_.JL_.J

~...

<f!J.~

L
1

PLAN 1C - THIRD FLOOR PLAN

12·-1 3t4"

L

---

1

PLAN 1C- SECOND FLOOR PLAN

PLAN 18 -THIRD FLOOR PLAN

L

PLAN 1B - SECOND FLOOR PLAN

PLAN 1C - FIRST FLOOR PLAN
PLAN 1B - FIRST FLOOR PLAN

UNIT PLANS
PLAN 18 & 1C

SCALE: 1/4"=1'-0"
0

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP
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JOB NO. 1199-001

DATE

07-28-15

58650went.Dfive

Pkuanton, CA 94568
925.251·7200

A3.2

!..

1 _,,

1,

17'-10"

11·-11 3/4"

t

L---------~g·:..

'I

,,

0

CJ
lo

~
0

~

~
(

~~

;;:;

,.,r_ ..

h

'"' A.'fi'

~

lL:
!i

'

~

I

~-rr,::Jn

I

I'::'

I

=-~-c=~----r~J_
~~:~~[,.;loot' ~ .

C)

;1r::-l=']_J_ow

I
I
I
I

~Aog:iJ
1-0·c11i!Na
H'.Q°>:~....

!
I
I
I
I

rJ.~&.~G

7'-10"

--

.d

_J

PLAN 1D - THIRD FLOOR PLAN

PLAN 1D - SECOND FLOOR PLAN

PLAN 1D - FIRST FLOOR PLAN

UNIT PLANS
PLAN 1D
SCALE: 1/4"=1'-0"
o

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP
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JOB NO. 1 rn9-UU1

DATE

07-28-15

58650wons0rive
Pkla.santon,CA94588

925-251-7200

A3.3

24'-6 112"
It

19'-6 314"

24'-6 112"

19'-8 3/4"

It

1w.--- ---211-----1

:'lr:~1

)(I

~j~~~

rn

~

®

DJ~

!£~~~

11YMO

~

gawI,f!OOM

11-

! I w;velfi I

~
rli

I
T~~$1!

__IL __IL _

I

_j

"'

~~~~

~BAlcONY;

_____ 9_1_S_l'_"ti-~

12'-1 314"

PLAN 1E- THIRD FLOOR PLAN

<D

PLAN 1E - SECOND FLOOR PLAN

PLAN 1E - FIRST FLOOR PLAN

UNIT PLANS
PLAN 1E
SCALE: 1/4"=1'-0"

'

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP
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JOB NO. 1199-001
DATE
07-28-15
5865 Owons Drive
~ll$lli/llOn,

CA 9456!1

925.251·7200

A3.4

23'-11/4"

20'-21/4"

1o I 14'-8 1/2"
e.;~c591•v

-{

~~~Jti~OOM

~

(:?
~[~r}.~~

rn
PLAN 2A - LOFT FLOOR PLAN

PLAN 2A - FIRST FLOOR PLAN

UNIT PLANS
PLAN 2A

SCALE: 1/4"=1'-0"
0

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP
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JOB NO. 1199-001
DATE
07-28-15
586501'i(tntDrivo

Plou11nton,CA94588
925-251-7200

A3.5

18'-21/4"

~

('~'')

~

"'

\,V

PLAN 28 - SECOND FLOOR PLAN

PLAN 28 - FIRST FLOOR PLAN

UNIT PLANS
PLAN 28
SCALE: 1/4";1'-0"

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP
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JOB N0.1199-001
DATE
07-28-15
58650.WnsDrive
Plonanton, CA 94568
925-251-7200

A3.6

13'-2 112"

!e

[

GREAT ROOM
:~::::;r~~·(I

~

~
~~~r~~~

E!~:~r.:

BALCONY
11r-0·cmmo
1nsF

:
'!I

~
13'-2 1/2"

PLAN 2C - SECOND FLOOR PLAN

PLAN 2C - FIRST FLOOR PLAN

UNIT PLANS
PLAN 2C
SCALE: 1/4"=1'-0"
(I

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP
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JOB N0.1199-001
DATE
07-28-15
58650wensDfi>n

PfoaHnlon, CA 94566
925-251-7200

A3.7

18'-21/4"

18'-21/4"

-·1

15'-51/4"

$!

BALCONY

94SF

~
~

N

~

"

PLAN 20 - SECOND FLOOR PLAN

PLAN 20 - FIRST FLOOR PLAN

PLAN 20 - GARAGE

UNIT PLANS
PLAN20
SCALE: 1/4"=1 '-0"
Q

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP
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JOB NO. 1199-001
DATE
07-28-15
58650Mlns0rfve
Pktuanton,CA94588
925.251-7200

A3.8

41'-2 112"

40'-10"

,'<

}r

12'-0"

r-------------,
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

~

B~~~NY

~

s
~

"'

PLAN 3A - SECOND FLOOR PLAN

PLAN 3A - FIRST FLOOR PLAN

UNIT PLANS
PLAN 3A

SCALE: 1/4"=1'-0"

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP
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JOB NO. 1199-001
DATE
07-28-15

58650won50rivo
Plouanton,CA94566
925-251-7200

A3.9

_J

PLAN 1C
THiROfLOOR
AREA CALCULATION

PLAN 1C
fiRsTFLOOR
AREA CALCULATION

PLAN 1C

SECOND FLOOR
AREA CALCULATION

PLAN 1C GFACALCULATION ·UNITS J 1113

PLAtl 1C BUILDING COVERAGE- UNIT 3 11 13

A,..flR5TFlOORor<m;:; .... u:A."
ll-SECONCIFLOORGROSSAREA:

7TOSQfT

C.lHIROFLOOROROOSAREA
M?SOFT
K-EXCt.l.OEOAAEA(NOTtl'ICq
~SOFT
ll·Of'Hl SPACE IW.CONY (tlOT GfAt 15 SOFT
G$00F
L2·0AlCOllY(tlOTGFAOROPEN)

O.GARAGE OROSS>.REA
f.POOCHGROSSAAEA

U4 SOfT
31SOfT

!OTAll'..ROSSAll!fA

m7"9FT

TOTALGROS5AREA

PLAN 1D
THiROfLOOR
AREA CALCULATION
PLAN 10 GFA CALCULATION-

PLAN 1D

SECOND FLOOR
AREA CALCULATION
UNIT 10

A-FIRST flOOR GROSS AREA~
47~ SOFT
ll-SECONOFLOOROOOSSAREA:
~SOFT
C-THIROFLOOROOOSSAAEA
K..EXClVOEOAREA{OOflt.ICL)
JSOfT
ll·Of'EtlSPACEIW.CONYjt/OTGf'A>;z4SOfT
U-11AlCOflY1NOTGfAOR:Of'EN)
~SOFT
lOT,1.lGROS$,1.REA

PLAN 10
fiRsTFLOOR
AREA CALCULATION

PLAN 1E
THiRcifLOOR
AREA CALCULATION

PLAN 1E

FiRsTFLooR

AREA CALCULATION

PLAN 1D BUILDING COVERAGE- UNIT 10

PLAN 1E GFACALCULATION •

A-FlRSTFLOOR<>1<1.;:rnAHV1
0- GAAAGE GROSS AREA
F-l'OflCHGROSSAREA

A-FIRST FLOOR GROSS AREA•
2'J7 SOFT
6-SECOtlOHOOROROSSAREA
1121SOFT
C.THIRDfLOORGROSSAREA
&J.ISQFT
E·VENTSHAFTAREA!llOT•K:L)
1\SQFT
K-EXCIJ.JOE0,1.REA!NOTlllCL)
1CSQFT
L\..Of'E!ISf'ACEllALCONY\NOTGfA)J'iSOFT
LZ.t!A.LCONY(llOT()fAOflOf'Erll
MSOF
IOIAJr.RQt1aRfA
20S~S9f!

21~ SOFT
81SOFT
117SOFT
8'l<ISOFT

PLAN 1E

SECOND FLOOR
UNIT 4

AREA CALCULATION

PLAN 1E BUILDING COVERAGE· UNIT 4
A-flRST FLOOR GROSS AREA

-~---·

0-GAAAOEGROSSAJIEA:
r~POOCUGROSSAREA

K-EXCLUOEOAREA

(,~-~)
CALCULATION PLAN KEYNOTES
flRST FLOOR GROSS AREA
SECOND FLOOR GROSS AREA
THIRD FLOOR GROSS AREA
GARAGE I CARPORT GROSS AREA
VENT SHAFT AREA
PORCH GROSS AREA
STAIRWELLGROSSAREA
COVERED DRIVEWAY GROSS AREA
TRASH AREA IN GARAGE (INCL IN GFA)
EXCLUDED AREAS PER 16.04.325 (q (1)
(UNCONDITIONED, NO ACCESS, NO WINDOWS OR
SKYllGHTS, NO ELECTRICITY)
6' MIN. BALCONY (INC. IN OPEN SPACE}
LESS THAN 6' OR COVERED BAtCONY (NOT OPEN
SPACE)
STAIR &/OR OVl:RHANG ABOVE (INC. IN COVERAGE)

A
El
C
D

\
to..._\
\1i, J --#...
'""'~'""'"-"

E
F
G

L1
L2
M

LEGEND:
~ UNITGROSSSQUAREFOOTAGE
~ GARAGE I PORCH GROSS SQUARE FOOTAGE

~ STAIRWELLGROSSSQUAREFOOTAGE

PLAN 18
THiRcifLOOR
AREA CALCULATION

PLAN 18

PLAN 18

SECOND FLOOR

FiRsTFLooR

AREA CALCULATION

AREA CALCULATION

PLAN tBGFACALCULATION - UNITS 2 1214

PLAN 18 BUILDING COVERAGE- UNITS 21214

A,.. FIRST FLOOR GN055 AHEA~

A..nRSTflOORGllOSSAREA
0. GARAGE GROS$ ARE>.

ll- SECOtlO FLOOR 00055 AREA:
C.T.. ROflOOROOOSSAREA:

IU250FT

f. PORCti GROSS AAEA:

400FT
K..EXClUOEOAREA(IK>TltlCt.f
850H
Ll·Ol'ENSPACEBALCONY(NOTGFA) MSQH
t2-!lil.LCONY\NOTGf'AOROl'Ell)
~JSOF
E-\'ENTSH.Y:TAREACNOT~CL)

PLAN 1A
THiRcifLOOR
AREA CALCULATION
,O..FfRST rt.OOR o.mvG" rm""
6-SECOllOFLOORGROSSARU.
C. HllROfLOOR GflOSSAREA
l<·EXCLUOEOAREA(NOTr.>CL)

~~T~~~~~~~AOftOPENl

PLAN 1A

SECOND FLOOR
AREA CALCULATION
,...'>«~1 nvuROflOSSAREA
0-GAAAGEGllOSSAREA.
f·PORCHOOOSSAREA:

PLAN 1A
fiRsTFLOOR
AREA CALCULATION

UNIT PLANS
AREA CALCULATIONS
SCALE: 1/8"=1'-0"

•64SOFT

"'°"
"'°"

TOTAL<".R055AAFA

0

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
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JOB N0.1199-001
DATE 07-28-15
586SO,•J1m$0flvo
Ploasan!on,CA94566
925-251~7200

A3.10a

0

PLAN 3A

SECOND FLOOR
AREA CALCULATION
Pt..AN3AGFACALCULATION-

UNIT7

J..f!RSTrLOORGROSSAREA
6- SECOND FLOOR GROSS ARE,o..

700SOFT

~~T~~~~~t!;:~AOROPEll)

79'!1 son

80SOFTwnr.on

PLAN 28

PLAN 28

SECOND FLOOR

FiRsTFLooR

AREA CALCULATION

AREA CALCULATION

~FIRSTflOORGROSSAREA

UN1TS9

LAN 28 GFA CALCULAT!Oll -

657SOH
670SOFT

m;cono noon

6GROSS AREA'.
E·VEtlT SfW'T AREA (NOT l~jCL)
K.EXCtuOCOAREA(NOlltlCq
l.1-6AlCOllY(tlOTGfAOROPEtl1
TOTAlGR0'.1$AIU0A:

"~

~~'
100SOFT
1371SOFT

CALCULATION PLAN KEYNOTES

LI
l2
M

flRSTFlOORGROSSAR.EA
SECOND FLOOR GROSS AREA
THIRD FLOOR GROSS AREA
GAl?AGE I CARPORT GROSS AREA
VENT SHAFT AREA
PORCH GROSS AREA
STAlRWELlGROSS,O.REA
COVERED DRIVEW,0.Y GROSS AREA.
TRASH ,o.REA IN GARAGE (INCL IN GF,O.)
EXCLUDEO,o.REASPER 16.04.325 (C){l)
(UNCONDJflONED, NO ACCESS, NO WINDOWS OR
SKYUGHTS, NO ELECTRICITY)
6' MIN. BALCONY {INC. IN OP€N SPACE)
LESS Tf-V,N 6' OR COVERED BALCONY (NOT OPEN
SPACE)
STAIR &/OR OVERHANG ABOVE {INC. IN COVERAGE)

LEGEND:
~ UNIT GROSS SQU,o.RE FOOTAGE

~ GARAGE

I PORCH GROSS SQU,O.RE FOOT,o.GE

~ STAIRWELLGROSSSQUAREFOOT,o.GE

PLAN2D

PLAN2D

SECOND FLOOR

PLAN2A

FiRsTFLooR

GARAGE FLOOR

PLAN2C

SECOND FLOOR

FiRsTFLooR

SECOND FLOOR

AREA CALCULATION

AREA CALCULATION

AREA CALCULATION

AREA CALCULATION

AREA CALCULATION

PLAN 2C

UNIT 6

PLAN 20 BUILDING COVERAGE· UNIT 8

G78SQfl
959SOFl

0-GARACEGllOSSAREA
J.TMSHGl'toSSAREA

NOSOfT
ZOSOfT

A.flHSTflOOROROSSAR°'G.SEIX.ltlOfLOORGROSSAR!'A

TOTALC>ROl!SAREA

2mSOFT

E•VEllTS!'W'TAREA(UOT!NCL)'
ISQfT
K-EXCl.UOEOAREA!NOTINCL)
29$0FT
L1-0PEllSP...CEllALCONY\NOTGfA) ll6SOfl

PLAN 20 GFA CALCULATtoN •
,.._FIRSlfLOORGROSSAAEA
6-SECO!IOFLOORCROSSAllEA;
E-VEtlTSfW'TAAEA!NOTINCL.t

PLAN2D

asarr

K-EXCltJOEOMIEA(llOTUlCL)
~:::
L\.OPE14Sl'ACEllAlCOlfflNOTCFI 1

~~r;R~~.~~ll~~~·ll.IOfDl~l FlflSTflOOR AR~ f,qFT
17

PLAN 2C GFA CALCULATION -

L2-IW.COf.rl'(NOTGl'AOROPEll)
JOTAl(".f!OSS ... f!fA

UNITS 5
7mSOFT
~OOFT

177SOfT

AREA CALCULATION
PLAN 2A GFA CALCULATION·
,._flRSTflOORGROSSAflEA
11-SCCONOFLOORGROSSAREA:
£.VENT SHAFT AREA !~'°T 11'CL(
K.EXCLUOfOAREAjNOTltlCL)
ll·Of'EJISPACE!W.CONY(llOTGfil.OROPEll)
TOTALGROSSAflEA

UNITS 6

UNIT PLANS
AREA CALCULATIONS
SCALE: 1/8"=1'-0"

11!SQfT

75700Fl"
8 SOl'T
~SOf'T

nsOfT

. ---

l~~SOf'T

13'.\tSOf!

10
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JOB NO. 1199-001
DATE
07-28-15

5865 Ov"'ns Ddve
F'io11,santon,CA94568
92S.251·7200

A3.10b

SECOND FLOOR

COMMERCIAL 1 & 2
FIRST FLOOR FLOOR
AREA CALCULATION

..

-

- - .-

-l~-~www~--------•-1------~~··~~-

COMMERCIAL GFA CALCULATION

--,.-

A1· COMMERCIAL 1 GROSS AREA
"2-COMMERCIAL2GROSS,O.REA·
A3-lllKESTORAGEAREA

-1--

962 SOfl
1015SQfl

Gl•STAl~lLSGflOSSAREA~.

02'STAIRV\£lLSGROOSAAEA•,
t~KOASTOl!AGE

TOTAtGROSSAREA

COMMERCIAL BUILDING COVERAGE
A1· COMMERCIAL I GROSS AREA
"2-COMMERCIAt2GltOSSllREA
A3-61KESTOOAOEMEA
0-CARPORTGROSSAREA
f..UlllffYAREA

982 SOFT
1015SOfl
111.lSQfT

G1·STAIFM'€11GROSSAREA
OZ.STA!Rlo'.'EUOROSSAREA
H·flOASTOllAGE
TOlAlo::ivfflAGE"Rl'A

13,SOFT
2'.12SOFT
'nSOfT
4541150f'T

1~32~T

4~SQfT

LEGEND:

rz:I

UNIT GROSS SQUARE FOOTAGE

~ GAAAGE I PORCH GROSS SQUARE FOOTAGE

FIRST FLOOR

~ STA1R'WEtLGROSSSQUAAEFOOTAGE

UNIT PLANS
AREA CALCULATIONS
SCALE: 1/8"=1'-0"
0

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP
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JOB N0.1199-001
DATE
07-28-15
56650v.<Dns Dflve
Pklasanton,CA94588
925-251-7200

A3.10c

ELEVATION KEY NOTES:

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
l 0.
11.
12.
13.

0

Cool Built-Up Roofing
Melo I Canopy
Smooth Fiber Comonl Panols
1 1/4' x 5/8" Smooth Trim
Loppod Fibor Comonl Siding, 4' exposure
Storofronl System
Molal Awning
French Door
Air Condemor
Elodric Meter
Go:Meter
Down Spout
Hinkley Lighting 1664BZ-LED Wall Sconce, 24'
Heigh! ADA Compliant

14.A
14.B
15.
16.
1 7.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
2 -4 .
25.
26.

G)FRONT ELEVATION - FACING EL CAMINO REAL
NORTH

®
~[*,

;:

•"'•;

T.O. :WHHLOOA

tfID;mo"""'

I

~1 1~1
I

II

a

11,

1

•• •

Il l

1
I

I

1 1!1

I ll

2 7.

Smooth Troweled Comonl Ploslorw/Rovoals
Sand Finish Cement Plaster
Corrugated Metal Roofing
Vinyl Sash Window
Fiborglou Sedional Ga rage Door
Hinkley Lighting 1830BZ-LED Wall Sconce, 1-4.5"
Height ADA Compliant
Coble Guard Rail
Storofronl Door
8' High Wood Fenco
Aluminum Sash Windows (El Camino Bui lding)
GSM Facio Gutter
GSM Coping
Not Used
11 1/-4" Vorlical 3/-4" Smooth Trim Boord over Rain
Screen
Flush Hollow Molal Doors

Fiber Comont Paneling W/ Smooth 1 ~· x 3 ~· Trim
Building Signoge - Approx. 40 Sqft
Commercial Signage - Approx. 25 Sqf1
Bui lding Address: 4" High XX" Stroke Illuminated
Charodors
32.
Colleciive Internal Rresidenlial Suite Addreues: 4'
High XX" Stroke Illuminated Chorodors
33.
Strool Frontogo Commorcial / Rro:idonliot Suite
Addresses: 4" High X)2• Stroke Illuminated
Choroders
34.
Ro:idontiol Suilo Addros:os: -4 ' High XX' Slroko
lll uminatod Characters
Noto: Smooth Trim by Azek or Equa l
28.
29.
30.
31.

1r!~1~1~~
am~n11
bLJ1 lib.LJ~1~11J 111 t~ 1 ~r1 ;1;::o,;·~ "J ~w· ~1 ~
~ 1>::~
~~= 1 1 1 1 1 i;nnr
•-& ·....,

· ~

,._ .

.

1.0.S NI O ! l lfM I...,.

ii

i

ti

i

i

II

, -

.-

HINKLEY LIGHTING

1.0.CU. Q GN1.AOI:

1~BZ-LED

PINNACLE GROUP

1830BZ-LED

ELEVATIONS - BUILDING A
SCALE: 1/8"= 1'-0"

@REAR ELEVATION
SOUTH

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA

HINKLEY LIGHTING

II

JOB NO. 11 99-001
DATE
07-28-15
~650\wnsDriv•
Pleaunlon,CA!M~a

925-251-7200

AS.1

ELEVATION KEY NOTES:
l.
2.
3,

'

··-" I

-*l'.6;~['6";""" ~

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
l 0.
11 .
12.
13.

- - - - - - - - - - --

14.A
14.B
15.
16.
1 7.
18.

'

~I ~
T.0.$1.MO.ISTE NTltV

r.o.'4.All••ST (NTll'
T.O.CUl'll Q ONWM.

r.o.cU111eo.......ae

@
1:0'.MTii(in,FLll

~1~

UNIT ENTRY AND
BALCONY DOORS
"Smooth-Star"
Fiberglass French

GARAGE DOORS
'V-G roove" INith Offset
VVindows and "Oak"

Doors By Therma Tru

Wayne Dalton

,·r.111.lndnn'."luur~o··

:"w1.v.11vrw.-d>Jtt:lnr.orn

Stain Fiber Glass By

::==i

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

0

Cool Built-Up Roofing
Metal Canopy
Smooth Fibor Comonl PanGls
l 1/4" x 5/8' Smooth Trim
lopped Fiber Comonl Siding, 4" exposure
Slorofronl Sy~lem
Metal Awning
French Door
Air Condenser
Electric Meter
Ga~ Meter
Down Spout

Hinkley lighting 1664BZ-LED Wall Sconce, 24'
Height AfJA Compliant
Smooth Troweled Comenl Plaster w/Revool$
Sand Finish Cement Pla:tor
Corruga!ed Melo l Roofing
Vinyl Sash Window
Fiberglass Sodional Garage Door
Hinkley Lighting 1830BZ-LED Wo11 Sconce, 14 .5"
Hoight ADA Complionl
Cobio Guard Roil
Storefront Door
8 1 High Wood Fonco
Aluminum Sash Window$ (El Camino Building)
GSM Facio Gutter
GSM Coping
Not U$od
11 1/4" Vertical 3/4" Smooth Trim Board over Rain
Scroon
Flush Hollow Metal Doors

f

28.
29.
30.
31.

Fibor Cement Paneling W/ Smooth l
x 3 ,. Trim
Building Signago - Approx. 40 Sqfl
Commercial Signage - Approx. 25 Sqf1
Building Addro$:: 4' High X}1' Stroke llluminoted
Charadors
32 .
Collodivo lntomol Rrosidonliol Suito Addrones: 4'
High X}1' Stroke Illuminated Charadors
33 .
Strool Frontage Commercial / Rre:idenlial Suite
Addresses: 4 ' High XX' Stroko llluminotod
Cha racters
34.
Rosidon1ial Suile Addrosso$: 4 ' High XX' Slroke
Ill uminated Characters
Note: Smooth Trim by Azek or Equal

t ~I

~L

~=t~KY

!.\ WEST ELEVATION
\'.:!) BACKYARDS

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP

ELEVATIONS -BUILDING A
SCALE: 1/8"=1'-0"
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JOB NO. 11 99-001
07-28-15

DATE

5865<>.wnsl>fi'I•

Ple•unton.CA 9<1588
925-251-7200

AS.2

T.o.SU.•llTtf!Tln'
1 .0~--

®

1111

T.CUIJW.IS'lnmn'
l.0~1111-

SIDE ELEVATION BACKYARDS

COLOR ELEVATION BUILDING A
SCALE: 1/8"s1'--0"

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP
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JOB NO. 1199-001
DATE
07-28-15
51850w«IJDIM
~.CA~588

925-251-7200

A5.2a

ELEVATION KEY NOTES,

0

1.
2.

T,0,ft,U~QOf

-·~-lJ~ : : : .~:" "
I

I

.II I i

~q~-- -'''~"•""'"·~:=-~-,-

~,!d,'"---L- ~,r-:-1-1-· --,~
~1 T.0.$iA!Q1~H!fTKY

l.0.l>IA!t01Sl!HIKY
T.0.CUflDQGNWl[

l.0.(;UUOC.0.RMi{

-0
f-7\EAST ELEVATION
"VBACKYARDS

-0

@NORTH ELEVATION

Flrr I lll,ll!ll.1,1 I

I~

111 111, I

... ,11 I 111, ll I 1_1 I I

Cool Built-Up Roofing
Mota I Canopy
3.
Smooth Fib or Comonl Panel:;;
4.
1 1/4" x 5/8" Smooth Trim
5.
lapped Fiber Comonl Siding, 4" oxpo:;;uro
6.
Storofronl Syslom
7.
Molal Awning
8.
French Door
9.
Air Condonsor
l 0,
Elodric Motor
11 .
Gas Motor
12. Down Spoul
13. Hinkley lighting 1664BZ-LED Woll Sconco, 24"
Hoight ADA Compliant
14.A Smooth Trowolod Comenl Plaslor w/Roveab
14.B Sand Finish Cement Plaster
15. Corrugated Molal Roofing
16. Vinyl Sash Window
17. Fiberglass Sectional Gorogo Door
lB. Hinkloy lighting l 830BZ-LED Woll Sconce, 14.5"
Height ADA Compliant
19. Cobio Guard Rail
20. Storefront Door
21. 8' High Wood Fence
22. Aluminum Sash Windows (El Camino Building)
23. GSM Facio Guller
24. GSMCoping
25. Not U~ed
26. 11 1/4" Vertical 3/4" Smooth Trim Board over Rain
Scroon
27. Flu~h Hollow Mela! Door~
28. Fiber Cement Paneling W/ Smooth 1 ~· x 31" Trim
29. Building Signago - Approx. 40 Sqft
30. Commercial Signage - Approx. 25 Sqfl
31. Building Address: 4" High X)S• Stroke Illuminated
Charaders
32. Collective Internal Rrosidential Suite Addresses: 4"
High x)S• Stroko Illuminated Charadors
33. Slreol Frontage Commercial/ Rresidontial Suite
Addrossos: 4" High X~· Stroke Illuminated
Charadors
34. Residential Suite Addresses: 4" High X)S" Stroke
Illuminated Characters
Noto: Smooth Trim by Azok or Equal

11,

T~@lSTtmlfY

1.0.CUWlll]IC.0.JV.Q,

WEST ELEVATION
®INTERIOR
AUTO-COURT

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP

@SOUTH ELEVATION

ELEVATIONS -BUILDING B
SCALE: 1/8";1'-0"
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JOB N0.1199-001
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07-28-15
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ELEVATION KEY NOTES:

0

1. E.J.3,07 • Arehitt1el(J(•f proj6ctkms liktt eanop/e:J, 11wnlng:s and sif}tlt1ge shttl/ not
project beyond• mu/mum ofl5 ffft1f lwrilontally from tho building face •t /he
prop6rly lint1 or •f the minimum ::ttlb•ck //no. Thor& :ih•Y bt1 •minimum of fl.foot

vortie•I e/f:l•flmc1:1 •bow th" sidewalk, pubJlc rlght-of.wt1y or public l!lpt1et1.
A'M'llngs p1ojoet 3' IMX, from building faeo 1111\d are mounted highorthan 6'
obovosldew:ill<:,

2, E.3.4.2.01 • Bw1dlng f•f•dH f•cing public right.J..of.w.yorpublic open tip11ces
sh111/ not exceed 50 feet In length 1Wthout •minor building f•9«de modu/11/ion, At•
minimum of •VIII}' 50' f119•do /enrflh, th1t m/norverllc.tl fa911d11 mod11f11tlon tih11/
be• minimum 2 feet dHp by 5 fHt \Ude recos: or 11 minimum 2 foot !i.e/b•ck of the
building p/•n• from tho prim•ry building f•9•d•.

•

sh1U not exce.d 100 foet in length 1~hout • m•jor building modulttion. At•
minim11m of every 100 feet off19ado length, 11 majorvortlc11/ fllflldo moduf11tlon
.l:h111/ be 11 minimum of6 foe/ deep by 20 feel \tide fltceu or• minimum of6 foet
setb11tkolb11ifdingp/1nefromprim11rybuifdingf.tf1defarthefu/lhe1ghtofthe
bw'lding. This 3t11nd11d applie:s to d di:.lrlcls except ECR NE·L ind ECR SW since
thosotwodislrkfs•fftroquirodtoprovldo•buildinabro•k•lovery1DOfaet.

Modul11!iongre1d-0rlhan20'1nklngth11nd6'doop.

4. E.3.4.2.03 - In addition, the major building fai;adt1 modu/llfkm lflh.tfl be
ttcccmpanled with• .j.foot minimum h11ighf modu/11/ion and a majorchango In
ft1nestralionpaftt1m,m11t•ri•fantVorco/or.

•

Ho!ghtmodubtiong1ealerthan4'.

12'-6 1/2"

13. E.3.5.15 • Commorei1/ windo1w.l:stON!fronf; shtN be recessed from tho prim•ry

•

14, E.3.5.16 • RetaUtront1ge. whethu(lrouml nooron1pper floor. :h•U h.vo •
minimum 50% oflh• f191de '""" lfln$p1ront with ele1rvi!lk>n !]Ins, not he1vi/y

Enltio$ face $.boot. Soo landscape dravAngs for rurther Information.

fttnfl'!ltr11tionpillttem,•ndform11terl11/,1ndlorcolor,•ndlorheight.

10. E.3.5.06 • B/11nk w.Us 11 ground noor •ro di:cormi'Jf'd ind :hou/d be mfnimlz#Jd.

•

a11enun•vold•ble.conlinoouslongt.hsofbl•nkW111l•tthestreottihould11seolht1r
•ppropri•te meuures such H l•ndsc•ping or •rtisfic inleNt!nffon, such u mur11/s.
•
Tho faeado 1$ articulated v.ith variety of imtorlllfa and modulation.

M.itorfalandlcnestrationchangoatmodul3tion

6. E.3.5.01 • The rol•il or commerciltl ground floor shill bo 1 minimum 15-foot
noor-to-noor height to ellownehirel light into the sp•ce.
Aoor!onoorholghtgreatorthan15'.

•

7. E.3.5.02 ~Ground nooreommf!(J;{lf/ building$ $hell h•ve •minimum of 50%
tr11n:sparency (l.o., c/ear-g/•U illndows} for ret11il usu, office use.ll: 11nd /obbltM to
enhence the visu1/ experieneo from the $/dtiwalk •nd ::Jrcot. He11vily tinted or
mirrored g/H:s sholl not be pemiilled.
•

11. E.3.5.09 • Bu/Jding fH!/rles sh111/ bit oriented to a public street or olh#Jr public
sp•c&. For /argertHidef)/ifll build~ \~th :lh11rod fHllries, /ho main onhy :th•ll b&
through prominent tnhy lobbies orccnlr11/ courtyard: !icing tho street. From the
If.free/, thcio entries and courtytrds provido •ddition11/ viw1l lntttresf. orlont11ion

buiklingf•9•de1minlmumof6inche!'i

•

Storefront vAndoM aro rnconod a minimum of 6".

eommordal bu~ding and amy from tho r.lreot.

tinted or highlymimmtd gl11u

Storef1ontv.ind0Magro3tcrthan50%ofthofaeado11raaandhavoeloar
gbn.
15. E.3.5.20 • /ndivldue/ !!.torofronts sho111d h•v.t c/e11rly defm.cl b•ys. Th•sfl bfly$
shouldbenoure•lerth•n20foetinlfl'ngth.Architeefur11/elemt!nt:S,$UChaspiers,
recesses11ndprojectionsholpflftfc11l•leb11ys.
•

storofrontbaY$arolonthan20'lnlongth.

16. E.3.5.23 • Slorefronl!'i $hOuld rem•fn 11trsh11ttored 111 night •nd provide cleer
views of interlorsp•ces M from within. If storefronts mur.t be shuttered forHcurify
reaons. th1t :shufftin should bit /oc•lt!d on the Ins/do of/hit store "fndows .tnd

12. E.3.5.10 • EntrifJ$ should be prominent •nd visullly disllnctiVfl from tho rut of

111/awform11ximumvir;ibilil)lofthofnten·ar.

lh•f•9•dowithcre•livousoofsc11/o,ma/erl•ls,g(11.fng,projeetingorrece:$ed
fomi:s . .trchitoctur•l det1ils, color. •ndlor •wnings.

•

diroc/.1ccos:sro$/denli11/unilstothoritreet.

•

•

Ent!lnfaeostreet.

17. E.3.7.01 • Tho loc1lion, numbt1r ind width of parking ind :service enfrlncn
:hould be limited to minimize bre•ks In building design, :sidew•lk curb cuts ind
potMli•I conni-cts Mfth ~eetsc1po olomfHlts.
Tho PfOjoet has ono coritmliii:od drivo1Wy. Tho park!rig 1$ loeatod boh!nd tho

•

and a $en.so of lnVli•tion.
•
Resldontkll entry to roar uni!10 ls prominent v.1th a lobby, gale. and courtyard.

Storof1ont .....tridows are W!h elHr g!an 3nd greater than 50% of tho w:.I a1oa .

8. E.3.5,03 • Buiklinrp should orient ground·noor rot1il usos, enlrios •nd

5'-9 718"
@PARTIAL BUILDING PLAN
FIRST FLOOR

9. E.3.5,04. Buildings l!;houfd 111etiv1tc tho street by providing vi$Ull/ty intt1U.t$fing
11nd 11ctivo u:s11;, such H rot•il ind per$on1/ sfllYico ucos, In (lroUnd floor;. th11f ftco
th.,tdro11t.lfolfieo1ndro:sidfH!ti•lu:sos•roprovided,th11y:lhouldb.Mh•ne.clwith
/1ndsc•ping •ml /nlflre;ting buikling dosign 1nd m•fllri•ts.

5. E.3.4.2.04 • Minor f.a9•de modu/11tion m11y b11 accomp:inl.cl with• ch1mge in

1283 + 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK, CA
PINNACLE GROUP

43'-5 1/2"

26'-0"

3'-8 1/2"

Modulatlongroa!orlhan5'infongthand2'doop.

3. E.J,4.2.02 ·Building f.a9ad0t> f•clng pubfie rlgl1~of..w11y or public open spa~

•

49'-9 1/2"

-1'

ELEVATIONS - BUILDING A
SPECIFIC PLAN COMPLIANCE
SCALE: 1/8"=1'-0"

Storofronbaroun-shull"od.
0

-

-~

Enlllosa101ocossadandhave11~ing$.
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@ BUILDING A- EAST ELEVATION

®
BUILDING A & BUILDING B
PERSPECTIVE VIEWS

0
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**SEE EXTERIOR ELEVATION SHEETS FOR ELEVATION KEY NOTES.
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ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS
SCALE: AS NOTED
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PROPERTl' DESCRIPTION
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ANO ALSO BE/NC PORnON OF LOT 4, BLOCK A OF PARA/SO
PARK SAN MA TEO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA PER BOOK 10 OF
MAPS AT PACE 50, APN 071-106-030. DOC. ,2012-146465
O.R.

~9,filgJ;!

15 R£SllXN"AL APARn.t£N f UNITS
2 COMllF:RCIAL UNI TS
SE£ ARCHITl:Cf/JRAL Pl.ANS FOR 1111.l 0£TA!t.

BENCHMARK NOTE:
8ENCHUAlll(: Hrl.J.J.5 (£l£VATKJN .. lJ.9 FT. NA\.O M)
AT MCNl.O PARK, 0.1 /J!Lt: SOUTHN£5! OF me sou nl£R'N PACH1C COl.IPANY
RAll.ROAO STATION. Af 111£ INT'£/?S£ClKJN OF SANTA CRUZ A\.tlVIAf ANO EL
CAUNO RCAL {U.S. NICHWA'I IOI), Af 1H£ £WOT IJUll.OINC, IN TH£ TOP OF A
PRO.cCTION OF"£ GRANT£ BLOCK FOUHOAllOY. BCTltECN 11ftl CRANlf£
8LOCK COl..UUNS. 1$.9 FE£! SDUIH£ASr OF THE SOUT11£ASr CURfl OF THC
A l-CNVC 12.S fft:T NORTH£AST or T1I£ NORntCAsf CtJR8 OF fH£ HICHll'AY.
O. J FOOT SOUTHtfCST OF nlC sounni csr 1lRICI( Hl'ILL, AND 2.0 FCFT ABO\£
TH£ s.c€WALK.

BASIS OF BEARINGS
TH£ BASIS OF 8£ARfNCS FOR THIS UA P IS fl!E' SOUTH/tCST LIN£ OF fl CAIJINO
REAL PER UAP EN"TLEO "RECORO OF SURl>CY R/'S NO. 174J" RECORDED IN
vot.UMC 7 OF L. L.S. MAPS AT P ACC J2 ANO SUOIW AS

s

C![Y OF MENL O PARK SAN UATFO COUNTY
Jf..INE, 2014

CAl!FQRNIA

PROJECT NOTES
1.
2,
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nc

PRO.£Cr NU
~SflNJClCD F¥:1t
arY OF J,1£Nt.O PAlll(
S TANON/OS AAfJ IN ACCOROANCE 1#111 THC MUNICIPAL COO£.
A DO.IOUTION PERMIT HILL 8£ Ol1fAIN£D FOR SIT'£ ANO 8Ull..OtNC
OEuounON.

J.

WA TCR UNCS AN() CONN£C110NS ltllL 8£ 0£SICN€D ANO
COHsmucrrn Pt:R CAL WA TCR COMPANY STANDARDS.

4,

S£tf£R UNtS AND CONNECNJNS Mill 0£ CONSTRUCTCO PER lf£ST
BAY SANlfAR'IDISrRICT.

~

cc "
Vl tn o:~

(415) 422-1900
011- IOJ-o.JO
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fllANK 4i CllOSSMAN, l.ANIJSCAPE
CONfl?ACfORS, INC
1400 £Ctl£RT ;0£,
SAN f11ANC1SCO, CA 94124
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RCA OCSJCN, scorT /flNCERO

BE/NC A PORnON OF LOT 6, BLOCK A OF PARA/SO PARK
SAN MA TEO COUNTY. CALIFORNIA,
PER BOOK 10 OF MA PS AT PACE 50, APN Olf-106- 040.
DOC. /2014 -14075 O.R.
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All PUBUC ll.tPROVfMf.NT5 lOCAT£0 IN CAL TRANS RIGHT-OF-WAY ANO

TN£ PVSUC ACCESS £AS£M£NT ALONG T;/£ PR0..£CT SHALL COAIPi Y
KITH APPUCABI.£ CA!T1lANS STANOAROS ANO TH£ CITY OF M£M.0 PARK
D£1CL()PM£NT STANOAR(JS FOH £l CAMINO R£Al NORTH-KEST {£CR NW}
DISTRICT AS INOICAl'(O IN TH£ DOWNTOIW SPECIFIC PLAN

~CJ

it~

2. TH£ APPUCANT SHAH 08TAIN AN £NCROACHM£NT PERMIT FROU
CAl '!'RANS ANO FROM Tlf£ CITY OF M£N!O PARK PRIOR TO

CONSmucnt1G T/.1£ PUOUC IMPR01£M£NTS LOCA TEO IN CAL Tf?ANS

~~ "

RfCHT-OF-WAY ANO TH£ PIJOl.IC ACCF:SS £AS£M£NT.

~"l::

J. 11-1£ PROPERTY OllN£R SHALL 0€0ICAT£ THf PROPOSED PVBl.IC ACCESS
E.4S£M£NT {PAE) ro 11-1£ arr OF A1£N£0 PARK ANO THf 0£0fCA110N IS

-...;; (.j

SU8.1£CT TO CITY COUNCii. APPROVAL.
4.

~

THE PROPERTY 01tN£R SHAU RECORO f1.I£ PROPOSED LOT M£RG£R ltfTH
THE COUNTY OF SAN MA1£0 PRtOR 10 8/.lllOING P£RM!r ISSUANCE.
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REMO~£ EXISTING OOVEWAY £N!T/ANC£ ANO
CONSTRUCT NEW $/{)£WALK. CURB ANO CUTTER PER
S£CT'!ON D-8 ON SH£f:T C5.
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CONSTT?IJCT C.ONCRETE RlfJOON CUTTER PER OETA!l
CW SHEET C!l
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CONSrRUCT SrRUCTl./RAl P(Rl10US PA l'CRS P(R
{)€TAIL ON SHEET CS.

Q_
ccwsmucT ST'ORl.I ORAW fJISOIARGF: SlR//CTURE PER
0€TAll. ON SHEET CS

(';\

INSTAll 12· Pusnc STORM DRAIN PIPE PER
ffl!NCH 0€TAIL ON SHEET C5.

{,\

\.:_)

INSTALL 2'1"X2'1" PRECAST 0R0P
Ol2424, OR EOUAl.

®

WSTAlL "8" 10. $11)RM ORA!N MANHO(£ PER CAlTT?ANS
STANDARDS.
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SHEET C5.
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INSTALL 12" PlASnc STORM ORA!N PIPE PER
CAlTT?ANS STANDARDS.

tNSTAll 0Rtl1:"11!.l:Y ENTRANCE PER
0£TA/l.CC-l.J.
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PER CHAPTER 6 OF rH€ C.J TECHNfCAl CWOANCE. PfRl10US PA..WG
0£SICNEO ro FUNCnON AS A SElF-RErAININC ARCA MAY ACCEPr
RUNOFF FROM AN AR[A OF IMP[R110IJS SURFACE THA HAS A
SURFACE AREA OF uP TO THO TIMES Tl-/£ SURFACE AREA OF lH£
P[RWOUS PAW{(; AREA.
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Construction Best Management Practices (BMPs)

()

~

SAN MATEO CO UNTYW I DE

Water Pollution
Prevention Program

~ "

Construction projects are required to implement the stormwater best management practices (BMP) on this page,
as they apply to your project, all year long.

Clea n Water. Healt hy Co mmunity .

Painting & Paint Remo\'al
Equipment Management &
Spill Control

Materials & Waste Management

t.: .
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~
Mal•ttlUIM't' and Parkh1i:
s--Jlazal"fNIH

~btttlsb

D lkm1 and ""Yer skK:kpilu uf nnd. Ji rt or olhtr l-Utulmction m:tltrial
wit h UfPA whco n1in it forceut or ir nnl actively being u!cd wirhi n

14d.iys.
D Ui;e (but don't uvcruw) n:i:l•im«I w•tcr for Just 1..-untrul.
ll11zardff1 M1IKials
Q J.;ihc) :1111 hazardotl• n11tcri:t!S. and h1Za rck'lll~ WlllltC:C (Such ll.•

0 K..:cp spill cknnup m::itcri:ib (111g1, :tbsorlx.·nrs. etc.)

conurudion si1c.

i

I

c...stnc:licMI Eatr..us 111ad rrrimtottr

.•i

D f.JtLVllish and nlllin1:11in efTceti\·e perimeter 1.'00trols and !ll:r.bili7.c all
con~tNC1ion Cf11ntn<:C5 :Mid cxi11 10 sufficiently oontrnl erosion :irKI
114.'llim1:nl disc~ from ~itc imd 11111.:king olhitc.
D SWttf'I or vacu um any itrttt tr:te kin t immcdiMely :11nd ~we
k"\foncnt !IOl.1n:e 10 prevent forther ttao.:k.i ng. Ne\•er hose Jown lll"CC1S
10d\:a1111plr111.:ki n~ .

)

i•

and over :t 1lrip p:m big c1t1,nit;h to c:uJk,.:t Ou k!~.
Recycle Of di~poae or tluidJ H hJ!,7.JlrtlOU' Wll.~IC.
D If vehicle or equipment ck:inini; must be done unsitc,
cle:1n with w.t1cronly in :a bm~ a~1 th:it .,.,:ill noc
1111ow rinse wacn- 10 nm in10 sun crs. str-.'t'TS, stOfm

Splll Prnulkn1 ind Control

D Clc:tn or ttplxe port•blc toilets. and insrcct them fttq~n•l y fOf
k:ibandspill11.
a DilflUI"" of 11111 waslcs 11nd debris prupi:r1y. lkcyek 1mti.:ri:ils antl
wn1cs that c:m be recycled (such as :uph11h, concrete, an.rTgate base
m:t1eri:ils. wood. gyp ho.irJ, pipe, etc.)
0 Di!ll'l*.! ortiqtlid rCllNui:i rrorn poinlll, thinncn;. ~llh'l"llt~ . ght1..'S, nnJ
dc~nin1 flu ids :tS h:iz.:tnlous waste.

~

D If refueling or ve hicle m.1inlcnmcc 1nust ht dcine
1)11si1c, work in 11 bcrn~d :tl\:1111w1y from sioon dmin~

0 Amn;c for ~tc d ispn!'ll of oil h:mirdoos waste~.

°'"

Was:tt Muutgc-nl
D C.m·er waste di J~ I con1:tincrs securel y wit h lafPS :it rhe end of
C'\'CI')' work day sod du ring wc1 wca1hc:r.
0 Check was1e di§J!OS31 COTll.:tincrs frcqucndy for lcab and to nuke
sure 1hey arc noc o,·crfilltd. Neve r hoff dGWll a dumps Itr on the

•l

D Perform 111:.jor 11U1intcn111cc, ttp;sir jobs. and vehicle
omd equipment \\"Jshing offsilc.

pnticides.paints, 1hinners_. -'Olvcn1S,fucl, oil, :ind:11n1ifreczc)in
:accordimce with ci1y, county. .u111e and fcd\:nt l regulations.
0 Store h:t7.Jtirdoui m:11cri1l~ and wnstn in wa ttt lifht container,:, s1on:
in aJ'IPf'l'IPri:11te ~I)' containment, and COYCf them nt the awl of
every work airy or during W\'t Wl'llb!.'f wlk.'11 rain is fun:cut.
follow m~nufacltlrcr·.'l aj)fllicalinn im t ruc l ion~ for hu.udou.~
ma terinls and be careful not IO UK more than ncec.u.vy. Do no!
apply clw: mit;1ls ()U4(ioors when 11in is fof\'CISI within 24 00\1rs.

a

r

D IA'lii.,'fl1tlc :in 1ft""J, fiucJ ~•ith :ippropri:itc BMr,. for
\•thicl ..- :tnd equirmcnl rarking ;md ~tor:igc.

k~~~
[nKicUI CHlrol

D Schc<lu1e grnding and exc111n1ion work for
dryW\"#llfh."'f'Otlly.
0 Stahilitt all denuded art";a,;, in111ll :ind
nuinL1in te1nrorn ry el'O!lion con1m l ~ (1uch
:IJ trosi011 control fabtic or bondC'd li bC'r
m:1tri.,}untilvegc1:11H111i1t!il:tbli1h\'\I.
D Scc:dor plant \'cgct111 ioo for~ros ion
control on slopes or wh ... rc cunstructi011 is
noc imn1edi1tcly pl:inncd.

drains.orsu1f:icc w1ll-'1'S.
Q !Jo not c:ll:'llln vcltick or Cf)Ui l'"l'ICnl om~ile U~ing ~~.
-'°l\'enl~ dc~n~

0

0

a

!team dc:ming t"qlliJ'K'l'll"fll, etc.

av11ilablc at the COO$fn11:tiun ~il c at all timi:s.
J n.~pec1 veh icl~ :MJd cquirrncnt frcqucnrly fornnd
rt>p:1ir lab promptly. U9C drip 1JOns t<> cakh lc:aks
un1ilr;.-pair.1:trc111ad1:.
CJc1n ur .'lpill.'1 or le:ik11 immcdi:r.tely ::ind di~~ of
clcaoopmPtcri• lspropcl'ly.

Do not hose down surfacn whcrr nuids h:ive srillcd.
I lsc dry de:inop mc1hods (111Momcnt nialcri:ils. cat
lilltr,:"tnd!ormgs).

a

0
0

I

sw~ p up i;pill\-J Ury matni:tlll in111kJiuh:ly. Du nOi
lry to W:l!\h them :iw:iy wi1h w:itcr, Of bury them.
Clean up spills oo diri uc111s by digi;ing up 111nd
rropcrty disposint; of con1111nin111«1 !!Oil.
Report signifinnt spills imrncdintcly. You :r.rc miuircd
by law to report all signifk1nt rekascs of hazardous
matcri:d~. includin~uil. Tu n:pun a ~pill : I) Di:lll 9 11
or you r local ~y m~ number, 2) Call the
Go\•en.ot's Office of Emergcocy S.:rv i~ Warning
Crnl.,.r. (8001 552-75'.SO (2<1 hours).

Pavin g/Asphalt Work

Earthwork &
Contnminnted
Soils

~ i llttRI

lab

0 Avoid pe1vin¥ :111ll.I sc:il c~ti ng in wet
~11hcr, or when Din ;, fOJ"ttast before
fresh f"'VCmcn l will hlll\'C time to cure.
0 Cover 1>10nn dnin inki.s ~nc.I numhok:f
whtn aPfl lyin~ ~ • I coat, 1:111.:k co:it, slurry
~a l, fol!~:tl , etc.

0 CollM and rt't')'t:lc Of' :ir>rropristcly
di!l(IOllCOfC:<CC!l!lllwa.'liVt gr:wt"\or~nd.

L>o NOT !IWCCJI or wn~h it in10 :unt"rs.
Q DQ not use w111n- to w11~h oo....'ll li"el(h
11.~ phalt cnncrcle pl\'emt'nl.

C.. t,..(

0 Pmtm slnnn dr.tin inlets, 1!1111m. di1chts,
and dr.tin111gc couBCS 'A'ilh nppmpt iM•e
BM r s. s~ h as rnvd b;i~, Ji bcr rolJj.
hcrm1.ct..-.
0 l'rcvrnt scdink."T\1 from migmlinl! offsitc
by i11st:1llinl,: ;mt.I m:iinl:tinin~ :1o1.-Jimcnl
con1ml~ •.wch H fihcr m ll.'i, ~ilt fcnec.'I, or
Kdimcnt bcasiM.
0 Keep exc:m11N soil on lhc sik whnc it
will not colkcl imo 1he strc'C't.
D TDnsft1' uc111vated m.11eri1l1 10 dump
trocbontl\l!silc.noiinthc stl\....:t.
0 Cont.11min:ucd Soil.~

D lfa ny of the follow ing condili0f1s :irc
obt.:J'\·«I, lest for ront•mi1t.11ion and
con1acl the Regionlll W:ucr Quality
CootrolBMrd:

• Un16mll lk>il \VIKlilions, di:teuluntion.

~"""'-

• ANtndoncd und..'"'q;roond lankJ.

• Ab:i.ndoncd wells
• Burie<lbarrcls,ckbril. ortnrsh.

S1"nlli11x & Aspbh/Cu.cmr Rrmonl
0 Complc tdy l'OVCr oc blrrric111Ck s1orm
dn1 i11 inlets wl\<.."I\ uw euui n~. U5C tilt.,,.
fi\brK:.catchh;isin in lctfl hcr.c.oc gn1vcl

Mgii 10 ktq'l .~l urry nut of !he ~tonn dni n
sy~ tcm.

a

Shu\·d, 1bo.lllorb, or l'llC UUm saw-cut
slurry 11100 di.~rcw trl"all wa.." c all Mlllll
H you arc finished in on.: loc11ion ocat
th!: mdo f t~h workday (whK:he.,.crii
!l('o(IMf!).

0 I f~"""''" slnny cmt"N :i clleh bai1in. clc:iin
itupi111m.,.di11dy.
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Concrete, Grout & Mortar
Application

~Lr) ~~
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Pal•tlnc ckH• p
D Nevtt cli:an bmsl~s or ri n!kl p:ii111
...-ont:tinl'rtinto 111>lrcc1,1ut1 t'r.ll:tonn
dra in, or surfacew11 tcr;o,
D Forw11tcr-b:llC'dp.ii11ts,p11into11tbrushcs
tu th!: c;iitt'nl ~ ihk . Rins.: to the
.'l1nitary !ICWCr once you hJ\'C ;1io«I
pcnniuion from the local w.utew:uer
trotmcnt authorily. Ncvn pour p1in1
duwnad111 i11.
0 For oil-b;astd paints, piiinl out bn1shts 10
111... cxlcnl possibk :tnd dean with Ehinncr
or solvent in :t f'l'U()C'I' c1mtaincr. Fiht:r :ind
ra1!1C 1hinntt'I 1100 Mlvcnl ~. Di~~ nf

0 Store cnncrctc, smut iind mortar under
ooYcr, on pallets 111nd 111v.-:1y fr<>m dr111in:i£('
:ucu. Tlio..-materi:rlsmwt ncvcrri:ach1
stonndrJin.
0 Wish (II.JI concttie cquipmenl/lruck!I
01Tsitcor in acootl\im.-J11'\'ll.10lhcn:
i!I nu disi.:h;ir~ into the undl:rlyi n1 .10il
nr onto i1urmundiog :lll'C:l.'\. Let concrete
lur.r<k:n:iinddi!IJ'O'('Ofllls g:irbtigc.
0 Collect the w~h water from w:111 hin¥
C:<f10SC<l 11ggreg1tc COOo.':rcte and remove i1
for~pproptia1c dispou l orTsite.

~

cloth s ;andJi~J of11.s lrnh .

n

:Lf

Landscnpe Materials

0 EfTectivc1y111:io.1ge:illmn-0n,all
runoff within the sit.::, :ind :ill 11mofTth:r.t
tliKluirin from the site. Diver1 run-un
v.·a1cr fmm nff.'litc •~y from :1111 cforurht:d
arTH oc othmvi!e CftSllt'e compli1n..-c.
0 \\lh1:u Jcw111cring, nolify 1nJ obtain
3Prf0Ya1 fmmthcloc01lmunici1'1:1lity
before disch:irti nn w111er lo a sln:ct b'Ullcr
or1tormd rain.filtl':lllio11 or di,·crsion
throt11 h :tbnin.tunl:,or ~limt'nl t n1 p

may be required.
0 In :1re1s of known cont:1mina1ioo, le.I.ling
is l'n!uin.-Jprior turc:uscordiiieh:t!Jt'ur
gmund":itcr. Con!ult with the F.nginccr to
d<..'1ctminc whc1hcr te;,1ing is required and
how to intcrprc1 mulls. Coot1minalt'd
groondwacrr mu...i ht trrlled nr h1 nlcd
forptOflCrdispou l.

Storm drain polluters may be liable for fines of up to $10,000 per day!

"rt.

~

~

...._

t<-)'

~
...._

re1Kluc111 1 kJu nu~b l.,.thinncr/$O I Yen l~U

hv,11n.Jou1 W:tl'tt'.
P:ilnt 1'l'nmv.I
0 l11cminl ~int t lrippins raiduc ;ind
chips and dust from marine pa.int~ or
p111in1s con1111inins lend nr 1rib\11ylti n must
be di•poscd ()fas hnzudous v.-as!c.
Cl r ain! chipili and dus1 from Mn-h11z.udou~
dry a! rif!J)in~ nnd 111nd blu tinc m:11y be
swcp1 up or collected in pl.u1ic drop

Dewnterin g~

ofT-~i1c

e

Ci~'-'
\..) "()

~'

ka..

~.~
... .
· ~·~

~ .,

E=-r~\1~~
E"l.>tf:~;fil

ii::

!Si~

E~°i:1rf.~

D Contain t t(lckpi lcd l:1nd:»e1ring nuocri11 l1
by sK>rina: thc n1 under larps when 1hey 111rc
no! :acli\·ely hcing uKtl.
0 Stack crOOibk la11d51..-:rpc n1111cri11I on
p;illc!$. Cuvcr Of ston: lhnc m:ttcrii1I~
when they lrT Ml actively hcing u~I or
applied.
0 Dt1eontinuc :1Pf1lie11ioo of any erodible
l:llnd.~1pi: ni~tcri~I wiihin 2 d1yi1 before a
rOt"CC:ast ra in cvrnt or during wet wc:tlhcr.
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JOINT TRENCH OVER WATER & S.S. & S.D.
DEVELOPER:
PINNACLE GROUP
220 ELENA AVE AlllERTON, CA 94027
MOHAMMAD MORTAZAVI

NOTE: MAXIMUM DEPTH ON PLASTIC PIPE TO BE 10'
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DEVELOPER
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GRADE ACCORDING TO GRADE STAKES PROVIDED BY
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RE-ADJUST BOXES AT A LATER DATE 'MLL BE BILLED TO
THE DEVELOPER. PLEASE HAVE YOUR SUPT. VERIFY
THE CORRECT GRADE Of ALL ENCLOSURES OR BOXES.
AND SIGN AND DATE DRAWING.
THANK YOU
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July 31 , 2015

Thomas Rogers
CITY OF MENLO PARK
701 Laurel St.
Menlo Park, CA 94025

RE:

1283-1295 EL CAMINO REAL- REVISED PROJECT DESCRIPTION; PUN2014-00042

Dear Mr. Rogers:
The following is a project description as required by the City's Application Guidelines and revised to
address the City "Application Confirmation Notice" dated July 27, 2015.
1.

General Description - The proposed project would replace two small existing commercial
buildings with one mixed-use building. The existing one-story buildings have a combined area of
approximately 6,500 S.F. The two proposed three-story buildings will have approximately 3,000
S.F. of commercial space and fifteen condominium units. Several existing trees will remain on the
property . Two street trees will be removed at the new driveway location and will be replaced with
two new trees. The commercial spaces are on the first floor and face El Camino Real. A single
driveway separates the two spaces. Five condominium townhomes are located above the
commercial spaces and driveway. Ten additional townhome style condominiums are located
behind the commercial space on each side of the driveway. The site location has a walk score of
82 because it is very walkable to public bus stops, train stations, restaurants, post office, and
other conveniences.

2.

Architectural Style - The site location on El Camino Real has a very eclectic range of buildings
and architectural styles. Just a block away near Menlo Park Station is a mixed-use project called
"Menlo Square". The Menlo Square project is much larger than our proposed project but has an
architectural style that seems to work for the area. It has traditional forms and materials but has
contemporary elements. The proposed project at 1283-1295 El Camino Real is similar. It has
contemporary elements used in traditional ways with traditional materials. We believe that the
design creates a "fresh" look on El Camino Real while blending well with its neighbors and
historical past.

3. Acoustical Considerations - An acoustical study of the site will be conducted prior to the building
permit submittal. The study will determine what measures will be incorporated into the build ing to
meet the standards required by the California Building Code. Noise impacts from the adjacent
auto repair shop, automobile traffic from El Camino Real , and noise from the nearby train tracks
will be considered . Mitigation measures may include higher STC windows and stagger stud
exterior walls. These measures will not affect the overall look and design of the project.
4. Commercial Spaces - It is unknown at this time what tenants may rent the commercial spaces.
The developer of this project is Pinnacle Group who primarily builds semi-custom single family
homes. They are strongly considering occupying one of the tenant spaces. The other space may
be rented to a similar business office or small service-oriented tenant. The commercial spaces
are too small to support a medical office or restaurant.

5865 Owens Drive
Pleasanton, California 94588 USA

+ 1-925-251-7200
+1-925-251-7201 fax

®
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RE: 1283 -1295 EL CAMINO REAL - REVISED PROJECT DESCRIPTION ; PUN2014-00042
July 31 ,2015
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5. Parking - Four of the parking spaces in the rear of the property will be reserved for the four
condominiums located above the commercial area . The remaining open parking spots will be
available for the commercial spaces or apartment guests.
6. Outreach - One neighborhood outreach meeting was held last year. A second neighborhood
outreach is currently being planned . The event will most likely be held in one of the existing
buildings on the site. It will be an evening event and include neighbors contiguous to the property.
There will be a presentation to describe the proposed design and snacks will be provided. Also ,
there have been many favorable comments already posted online for the Almanac News Article
dated July 17, 2014 .
Hopefully I have been able to provide the additional information requested by the City. Please let me
know if you have any questions or need additional information.

Sincerely ,
~,.

£".__ _ _ _ _ __

Glen A. Simmons, AIA, LEED AP
Senior Principal

DAHLIN CiR
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E.3.1 Development Intensity
E.3.1.01
Standard
Business and Professional office (inclusive
of medical and dental office) shall not
exceed one half of the base FAR or public
benefit bonus FAR, whichever is
applicable.
E.3.1.02
Standard
Medical and Dental office shall not exceed
one third of the base FAR or public benefit
bonus FAR, whichever is aoolicable.
E.3.2 Height
E.3.2.01
Standard
Roof-mounted mechanical equipment,
solar panels, and similar equipment may
exceed the maximum building height, but
shall be screened from view from publiclyaccessible soaces.
E.3.2.02
Standard
Vertical building projections such as
parapets and balcony railings may extend
up to 4 feet beyond the maximum fagade
height or the maximum building height,
and shall be integrated into the design of
the building.
E.3.2.03
Rooftop elements that may need to
Standard
exceed the maximum building height due
to their function, such as stair and elevator
towers, shall not exceed 14 feet beyond
the maximum building height. Such rooftop
elements shall be integrated into the
desian of the buildina.
E.3.3 Setbacks and Projections within Setbacks
E.3.3.01
Standard
Front setback areas shall be developed
with sidewalks, plazas, and/or landscaping
as aooropriate.
E.3.3.02
Standard
Parking shall not be permitted in front
setback areas.
In areas where no or a minimal setback is
E.3.3.03
Standard
required, limited setback for store or lobby
entry recesses shall not exceed a
maximum of 4-foot depth and a maximum
of 6-foot width.
E.3.3.04
Standard
In areas where no or a minimal setback is
required, building projections, such as
balconies, bay windows and dormer
windows, shall not project beyond a
maximum of 3 feet from the building face
into the sidewalk clear walking zone,
public right-of-way or public spaces,
provided they have a minimum 8-foot
vertical clearance above the sidewalk
clear walking zone, public right-of-way or
public space.
E.3.3.05
Standard
In areas where setbacks are required,
building projections, such as balconies,
bay windows and dormer windows, at or
above the second habitable floor shall not
project beyond a maximum of 5 feet from
the buildina face into the setback area.
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Complies: Commercial space GFA=
2,962 sf; site area= 27,393 sf. 1/2 base
FAR= 15,066 SF; See sheetT1

Complies: No Medical or Dental offices
are proposed.

Complies per Sheet A2.4. The only roof
top equipment is screened by parapets
that create the tower elements on each
side of the driveway.
Complies per Sheets A5.1 & A5.2.
Maximum height for parapet exceeds
maximum building height of 38' by 3'-10",
and parapets are integrated with building
design.
Complies: Fire department access
ladders are shown on Sheet A2.4 and
are less than 4' above the roof height.

Complies: Sidewalks and planters are
within the front setback. See Landscape
drawing L 1.
Complies: No parking is within the front
setbacks. See site plan, sheet A 1.1 a
Complies: Entrances are within 2' of
setback. Please see Sheet A 1.1 a.

Complies: There are no building
elements that project beyond the
setback.

Complies: Awnings below second floor
line are the only building elements
projecting into the setback. See A5.4

1283-1295 El Camino Real
Menlo Park El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan
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The total area of all building projections
shall not exceed 35% of the primary
building fagade area. Primary building
fagade is the fagade built at the property or
setback line.
Standard
Architectural projections like canopies,
E.3.3.07
awnings and signage shall not project
beyond a maximum of 6 feet horizontally
from the building face at the property line
or at the minimum setback line. There
shall be a minimum of 8-foot vertical
clearance above the sidewalk, public rightof-way or public space.
Standard
No development activities may take place
E.3.3.08
within the San Francisquito Creek bed,
below the creek bank, or in the riparian
corridor.
E.3.4 Massinq and Modulation
E.3.4.1 Buildinq Breaks
E.3.4.1.01 Standard
The total of all building breaks shall not
exceed 25 percent of the primary fagade
plane in a development.
E.3.4.1.02 Standard
Building breaks shall be located at ground
level and extend the entire building height.
E.3.4.1.03

Standard

E.3.4.1.04

Standard

E.3.4.1.05

Standard
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In all districts except the ECR-SE zoning
district, recesses that function as building
breaks shall have minimum dimensions of
20 feet in width and depth and a maximum
dimension of 50 feet in width. For the
ECR-SE zoning district, recesses that
function as building breaks shall have a
minimum dimension of 60 feet in width and
40 feet in depth.
Building breaks shall be accompanied with
a major change in fenestration pattern,
material and color to have a distinct
treatment for each volume.
In all districts except the ECR-SE zoning
district, building breaks shall be required
as shown in Table E3.

:.

<"<. ;,\ ;"
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! :
µ

Evaluation

···..·

•:

.

..
··.·······
···•·· · ..
Complies: With the exception
of awnings
there are no building projections beyond
the primary building fagade.

..

Complies: See Sheet A5.4. Awnings
project 3' max. from building face at front
setback and are mounted higher than 8'
above sidewalk.

Not Applicable: The project is not within
these locations.

Not Applicable: Table E-3 shows that
Building Breaks are prohibited for this
project (zone ECR-NW).
Not Applicable: Table E-3 shows that
Building Breaks are prohibited for this
project (zone ECR-NW).
Not Applicable: Table E-3 shows that
Building Breaks are prohibited for this
project (zone ECR-NW).

Not Applicable: Table E-3 shows that
Building Breaks are prohibited for this
project (zone ECR-NW).
Not Applicable: Table E-3 shows that
Building Breaks are prohibited for this
project (zone ECR-NW).

.

1283-1295 El Camino Real
Menlo Park El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan
Standards and Guidelines: Project Compliance Worksheet
, S~ction:· / Standard or
·
•• •. Gllidelil'le ·
E.3.4.1.06 Standard

Reguifernent
.··.·
.·.
.. ..· , .
. ..
'. ... .. ·.·
In the ECR-SE zoning district, and
consistent with Table E4 the building
breaks shall:
• Comply with Figure E9;
• Be a minimum of 60 feet in width,
except where noted on Figure E9;
• Be a minimum of 120 feet in width at
Middle Avenue;
• Align with intersecting streets, except
for the area between Roble Avenue
and Middle Avenue;
• Be provided at least every 350 feet in
the area between Roble Avenue and
Middle Avenue; where properties under
different ownership coincide with this
measurement, the standard side
setbacks ( 10 to 25 feet) shall be
applied, resulting in an effective break
of between 20 to 50 feet.
• Extend through the entire building
height and depth at Live Oak Avenue,
Roble Avenue, Middle Avenue,
Partridge Avenue and Harvard Avenue;
and
• Include two publicly-accessible building
breaks at Middle Avenue and Roble
Avenue.
In the ECR-SE zoning district, the Middle
E.3.4.1.07 Standard
Avenue break shall include vehicular
access; publicly-accessible open space
with seating, landscaping and shade; retail
and restaurant uses activating the open
space; and a pedestrian/bicycle
connection to Alma Street and Burgess
Park. The Roble Avenue break shall
include publicly-accessible open space
with seatina, landscaoina and shade.
In the ECR-SE zoning district, the breaks
E.3.4.1.08 Guideline
at Live Oak, Roble, Middle, Partridge and
Harvard Avenues may provide vehicular
access.
E.3.4.2 Facade Modulation and Treatment
E.3.4.2.01 Standard
Building fac;:ades facing public rights-ofway or public open spaces shall not
exceed 50 feet in length without a minor
building fac;:ade modulation. At a minimum
of every 50' fac;:ade length, the minor
vertical fagade modulation shall be a
minimum 2 feet deep by 5 feet wide
recess or a minimum 2 foot setback of the
building plane from the primary building
fa<;:ade.
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Not applicable: The project is not within
these locations or zoning.

Not Applicable: The project is not within
these locations or zoning.

Not Applicable: The project is not within
these locations or zoning.

Complies: Refer to Sheet A5.4.
Modulation greater than 5' in length and
2' deep at ends of both commercial units,
and at the right-center.

1283-1295 El Camino Real
Menlo Park El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan
Standards and Guidelines: Project Compliance Worksheet
• Section .... Standard or/
·~·..
Requirement ·••• . /<
·;
i
·•·· · Evaluation · ···
t

E.3.4.2.02

Guideline
Standard

E.3.4.2.03

Standard

E.3.4.2.04

Guideline

E.3.4.2.05

Guideline

1
•. ·•·

•.

E.3.4.3 Building Profile
E.3.4.3.01 Standard

··

•·•

.... . . . . •> •
·
•. :.
Building fagades facing public rights-ofway or public open spaces shall not
exceed 100 feet in length without a major
building modulation. At a minimum of
every 100 feet of fagade length, a major
vertical fayade modulation shall be a
minimum of 6 feet deep by 20 feet wide
recess or a minimum of 6 feet setback of
building plane from primary building
fagade for the full height of the building.
This standard applies to all districts except
ECR NE-Land ECR SW since those two
districts are required to provide a building
break at every 100 feet.
In addition, the major building fagade
modulation shall be accompanied with a 4foot minimum height modulation and a
major change in fenestration pattern,
material and/or color.
Minor fac;:ade modulation may be
accompanied with a change in fenestration
pattern, and/or material, and/or color,
and/or height.
Buildings should consider sun shading
mechanisms, like overhangs, bris so/ei/s
and clerestory lighting, as fagade
articulation strateqies.

The 45-degree building profile shall be set
at the minimum setback line to allow for
flexibility and variation in building fagade
heiqht within a district.
E.3.4.3.02 Standard
Horizontal building and architectural
projections, like balconies, bay windows,
dormer windows, canopies, awnings, and
signage, beyond the 45-degree building
profile shall comply with the standards for
Building Setbacks & Projection within
Setbacks (E.3.3.04 to E.3.3.07) and shall
be integrated into the design of the
buildinq.
E.3.4.3.03 Standard
Vertical building projections like parapets
and balcony railings shall not extend 4 feet
beyond the 45-degree building profile and
shall be integrated into the design of the
building.
E.3.4.3.04 Standard
Rooftop elements that may need to extend
beyond the 45-degree building profile due
to their function, such as stair and elevator
towers, shall be integrated into the design
of the buildinq.
E.3.4.4 Uooer Story Facade Lenqth
E.3.4.4.01 Standard
Building stories above the 38-foot fagade
height shall have a maximum allowable
fagade length of 175 feet along a public
riqht-of-wav or public open space.
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Complies: Refer to Sheet A5.4.
Modulation greater than 20' in length and
6' deep at center of frontage where auto
breezeway occurs.

Complies: refer to Sheet A5.4. Height
modulation greater than 4' between tower
forms and fenestration pattern changes.

Complies: refer to Sheet A5.4. Materials
change from stucco to horizontal siding
and building color changes at minor
modulation.
Complies: refer to Sheet A5.4. Awnings,
recessed windows and overhangs have
been incorporated into the building
desiqn.
Not applicable: the building profile does
not extend above the 38'-0" maximum
facade height.
Not applicable: the building profile does
not extend above the 38'-0" maximum
facade height.

Not applicable: the building profile does
not extend above the 38'-0" maximum
facade height.

Not applicable: the building profile does
not extend above the 38'-0" maximum
facade height.

Not applicable: the building profile does
not extend above the 38'-0" maximum
facade height.

1283-1295 El Camino Real
Menlo Park El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan
stan dards an d G Lii·a er1nes: Pro1ec
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E.3.5 Ground Floor Treatment, Entry and Commercial Frontage
Ground Floor Treatment
E.3.5.01
Standard
The retail or commercial ground floor shall
be a minimum 15-foot floor-to-floor height
to allow natural liQht into the space.
E.3.5.02
Standard
Ground floor commercial buildings shall
have a minimum of 50% transparency
(i.e., clear-glass windows) for retail uses,
office uses and lobbies to enhance the
visual experience from the sidewalk and
street. Heavily tinted or mirrored glass
shall not be permitted.
E.3.5.03
Guideline
Buildings should orient ground-floor retail
uses, entries and direct-access residential
units to the street.
E.3.5.04
Guideline
Buildings should activate the street by
providing visually interesting and active
uses, such as retail and personal service
uses, in ground floors that face the street.
If office and residential uses are provided,
they should be enhanced with landscaping
and interesting building design and
materials.
E.3.5.05
Guideline
For buildings where ground floor retail,
commercial or residential uses are not
desired or viable, other project-related
uses, such as a community room, fitness
center, daycare facility or sales center,
should be located at the ground floor to
activate the street.
E.3.5.06
Guideline
Blank walls at ground floor are
discouraged and should be minimized.
When unavoidable, continuous lengths of
blank wall at the street should use other
appropriate measures such as
landscaping or artistic intervention, such
as murals.
E.3.5.07
Guideline
Residential units located at ground level
should have their floors elevated a
minimum of 2 feet to a maximum of 4 feet
above the finished grade sidewalk for
better transition and privacy, provided that
accessibility codes are met.
E.3.5.08
Guideline
Architectural projections like canopies and
awnings should be integrated with the
ground floor and overall building design to
break up building mass, to add visual
interest to the building and provide shelter
and shade.
Buildinci Entries
E.3.5.09
Standard
Building entries shall be oriented to a
public street or other public space. For
larger residential buildings with shared
entries, the main entry shall be through
prominent entry lobbies or central
courtyards facing the street. From the
street, these entries and courtyards
provide additional visual interest,
orientation and a sense of invitation.
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Complies: Refer to Sheet A5.4. Floor to
floor height greater than 15' (note: height
aooroximatelv 15'-3")
Complies: Refer to Sheet A5.4.
Storefront windows are noted as having
with clear glass on sheet A5.4 and
greater than 50% of the wall area. (note:
approximate glazing 60 percent of
commercial frontage)
Complies: Refer to Sheet A5.4. Entries
face street.
Complies: Refer to Sheet A5.4. Entries
face street with awnings and landscaped
planters. See landscape drawings for
further information.

Not Applicable: The project has ground
floor commercial. See Sheet A 1.1 a.

Complies: Refer to Sheet A5.4, L 1. The
facade is articulated with variety of
materials and modulation. Blank walls
are minimal and planters are placed
forward of walls adjacent to auto
breezeway.
Not applicable: Street facing residential
units are located on the 2nd floor.
Guideline implies units on interior of
project would not apply.

Complies: Refer to A5.4 and A9.1.
Architectural projections are intricate
components of the fagade design for the
purposes listed in the guidelines.

Complies: Refer to Sheet A5.4, L 1.
Residential entry to housing units is
prominent with pedestrian vestibule with
stair case and through courtyard beyond
to townhouse units with private entries.
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E.3.5.10

Guideline

E.3.5.11

Guideline

E.3.5.12

Guideline

E.3.5.13

Guideline

E.3.5.14

Guideline

Commercial Frontage
E.3.5.15
Standard

E.3.5.16

Standard

E.3.5.17

Guideline

E.3.5.18

Guideline

E.3.5.19

Guideline

E.3.5.20

Guideline

E.3.5.21

Guideline

E.3.5.22

Guideline

Entries should be prominent and visually
distinctive from the rest of the fagade with
creative use of scale, materials, glazing,
projecting or recessed forms, architectural
details, color, and/or awnings.
Multiple entries at street level are
encouraged where appropriate.
Ground floor residential units are
encouraged to have their entrance from
the street.
Stoops and entry steps from the street are
encouraged for individual unit entries
when compliant with applicable
accessibility codes. Stoops associated
with landscaping create inviting, usable
and visually attractive transitions from
private spaces to the street.
Building entries are allowed to be
recessed from the primarv building faGade.

Complies: Refer to Sheet A5.4. Entries
are recessed and have awnings.

Commercial windows/storefronts shall be
recessed from the primary building fagade
a minimum of 6 inches
Retail frontage, whether ground floor or
upper floor, shall have a minimum 50% of
the fagade area transparent with clear
vision glass, not heavily tinted or highly
mirrored Qlass.
Storefront design should be consistent
with the building's overall design and
contribute to establishing a well-defined
qround floor for the facade alonq streets.
The distinction between individual
storefronts, entire building fagades and
adjacent properties should be maintained.
Storefront elements such as windows,
entrances and signage should provide
clarity and lend interest to the fagade.

Complies: Refer to Sheet A5.4.
Storefront windows are recessed a
minimum of 6".
Complies: Refer to Sheet A5.4.
Storefront windows are greater than 50%
of the facade area and have clear glass.

Individual storefronts should have clearly
defined bays. These bays should be no
greater than 20 feet in length. Architectural
elements, such as piers, recesses and
projections help articulate bays.
All individual retail uses should have direct
access from the public sidewalk. For
larger retail tenants, entries should occur
at lengths at a maximum at every 50 feet,
consistent with the typical lot size in
downtown.
Recessed doorways for retail uses should
be a minimum of two feet in depth.
Recessed doorways provide cover or
shade, help identify the location of store
entrances, provide a clear area for outswinging doors and offer the opportunity
for interesting paving patterns, signage
and displays.

(~f'\ fl J
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Complies: Street level entries include two
commercial and one residential.
Not applicable, street facing residential
units are on the 2nd floor.
Not applicable, street facing residential
units are on the 2nd floor.

Complies: Recesses spaces are used for
building entries. Please see Sheet A 1.1 a.

Complies: Storefronts are integral with
the overall building design. Please see
Sheet A5.4
Complies: See Sheet A 1.4 for
streetscape and relationship to adjacent
buildinqs.
See Comment: Sheet A5.4 which shows
how signage and window sizes and
placement provide variety and interest to
the building fagade. Actual signage not
proposed with project.
Complies: refer to Sheet A5.4. Storefront
bays are less than 20' in length and
recessed from pilasters. Awnings are as
wide but not wider than bays to reinforce
and articulate bays.
Complies: Refer to Sheet A5.4. Both
commercial spaces have direct access
from the public sidewalk with two sets of
entry doors for each commercial unit.

Partially Complies: Commercial entries
are recessed only one foot from outside
wall face, but awnings provide shelter
from weather and shading. Planters
provide landscape adjacent to entries.
Sidewalk paving is not changed at entry
points to commercial spaces. See A5.4.,
L 1.
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E.3.5.23

Guideline

E.3.5.24

Guideline

E.3.5.25

Guideline

E.3.6 Open Space
Standard
E.3.6.01

E.3.6:02

Standard

E.3.6.03

Guideline

E.3.6.04

Guideline

E.3.6.05

Guideline
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Storefronts should remain un-shuttered at
night and provide clear views of interior
spaces lit from within. If storefronts must
be shuttered for security reasons, the
shutters should be located on the inside of
the store windows and allow for maximum
visibility of the interior.
Storefronts should not be completely
obscured with display cases that prevent
customers and pedestrians from seeing
inside.
Signage should not be attached to
storefront windows.

Residential developments or Mixed Use
developments with residential use shall
have a minimum of 100 square feet of
open space per unit created as common
open space or a minimum of 80 square
feet of open space per unit created as
private open space, where private open
space shall have a minimum dimension of
6 feet by 6 feet. In case of a mix of private
and common open space, such common
open space shall be provided at a ratio
equal to 1.25 square feet for each one
square foot of private open space that is
not provided.
Residential open space (whether in
common or private areas) and accessible
open space above parking podiums up to
16 feet high shall count towards the
minimum open space requirement for the
development.
Private and/or common open spaces are
encouraged in all developments as part of
building modulation and articulation to
enhance buildinQ facade.
Private development should provide
accessible and usable common open
space for building occupants and/or the
general public.

For residential developments, private open
space should be designed as an extension
of the indoor living area, providing an area
that is usable and has some degree of
privacy.

Complies: Refer to Sheet A5.4 which
notes storefronts are un-shuttered.

Complies: While this is a tenant issue,
the design intent is that the storefront
windows will not be obscured by interior
furnishings of this nature but will be left
open for circulation and visibility.
Complies: The fagade is designed to
accommodate signage above the
commercial spaces and not on the
storefront.
Complies: Refer to Sheet A 1.3a for the
open space calculations and unit plans.
Private decks and patios that meet the
open space criteria have been included.

Complies: Refer to Sheet A 1.3a for the
open space calculations. Private decks
and patios that meet the open space
criteria have been included and occur on
ground or second level.
Complies: Decks have been incorporated
into the building modulation.

Partially Complies: Refer to sheet L 1.
Usable common open space is not
provided except that hardscape I paver
areas & walks are available for the
residents and the public and treated like
open space for visual appeal with
landscape. This space is shared with
automobile access.
Partially Complies: See A 1.1 a and L 1
and unit plans. Townhouse units have
private backyards and second floor
decks. Private yards are not at the living
level. Stairs provide a connection from
living level to yard area, but the
connection is not an extension of the
indoor living area. Two-level units on
upper floors have private decks at the
livinq level.
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E.3.6.06

Guideline

E.3.6.07

Guideline

Landscaping in setback areas should
define and enhance pedestrian and open
space areas. It should provide visual
interest to streets and sidewalks,
particularly where building fa9ades are
lonq.
Landscaping of private open spaces
should be attractive, durable and droughtresistant.

E.3.7 Parkina, Service and Utilities
General Parking and Service Access
E.3.7.01
Guideline
The location, number and width of parking
and service entrances should be limited to
minimize breaks in building design,
sidewalk curb cuts and potential conflicts
with streetscape elements.
In order to minimize curb cuts, shared
E.3.7.02
Guideline
entrances for both retail and residential
use are encouraged. In shared entrance
conditions, secure access for residential
parkina should be provided.
E.3.7.03
Guideline
When feasible, service access and loading
docks should be located on secondary
streets or alleys and to the rear of the
building.
E.3.7.04

Guideline

E.3.7.05

Guideline

E.3.7.06

Guideline

Utilities
E.3.7.07

Guideline

E.3.7.08

Guideline
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The size and pattern of loading dock
entrances and doors should be integrated
with the overall buildina desian.
Loading docks should be screened from
public ways and adjacent properties to the
greatest extent possible. In particular,
buildings that directly adjoin residential
properties should limit the potential for
loading-related impacts, such as noise.
Where possible, loading docks should be
internal to the building envelope and
equipped with closable doors. For all
locations, loading areas should be kept
clean.
Surface parking should be visually
attractive, address security and safety
concerns, retain existing mature trees and
incorporate canopy trees for shade. See
Section D.5 for more compete guidelines
reqarding landscapina in parking areas.
All utilities in conjunction with new
residential and commercial development
should be placed unden::iround.
Above ground meters, boxes and other
utility equipment should be screened from
public view through use of landscaping or
by integrating into the overall building
desian.

Complies: Adequate landscape is
provided. See Landscape Drawings.

Complies. Adequate landscape is
provided. See Landscape Drawings.
Compliance with the Water Efficient
Landscaping Ordinance would be
required as part of the conditions.

Complies: refer to Sheet A5.4. The
project has one centralized driveway,
replacing two existing driveways. The
parking is located behind the commercial
buildinq and away from the street.
Complies: See A 1.1 a. A single driveway
& curb cut serves the site. Residential
parking is primarily in private garages.

Complies: See Al.1.a. Minimal service
access is anticipated, locating access on
secondary streets or alleys (other than
the auto court) and to the rear of the
building is not feasible.
Not Applicable: No loading docks are
planned.
Not Applicable: No loading docks are
planned.

Complies: See A 1.1 a and L 1. Surface
parking is located behind the commercial
building and incorporates trees and
landscaping. Please see the Landscape
drawings.

Complies: Utilities including the
transformer will be located below grade.
Please see the Utility drawings.
Complies: Electrical and Gas metering is
located behind fenced enclosures.
Landscape partially screens backflow
preventer.
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Parkinq Garages
E.3.7.09
Standard

E.3.7.10

Guideline

E.3.7.11

Guideline

E.3.7.12

Guideline

E.3.7.13

Guideline

E.3.7.14

Guideline

To promote the use of bicycles, secure
bicycle parking shall be provided at the
street level of public parking garages.
Bicycle parking is also discussed in more
detail in Section F.5 "Bicycle Storage
Standards and Guidelines."
Parking garages on downtown parking
plazas should avoid monolithic massing by
employing change in fac;:ade rhythm,
materials and/or color.
To minimize or eliminate their visibility and
impact from the street and other significant
public spaces, parking garages should be
underground, wrapped by other uses (i.e.
parking podium within a development)
and/or screened from view through
architectural and/or landscape treatment.
Whether free-standing or incorporated into
overall building design, garage fac;:ades
should be designed with a modulated
system of vertical openings and pilasters,
with design attention to an overall building
tac;:ade that fits comfortably and compatibly
into the pattern, articulation, scale and
massing of surrounding building character.
Shared parking is encouraged where
feasible to minimize space needs, and it is
effectively codified through the plan's offstreet parking standards and allowance for
shared parking studies.
A parking garage roof should be
approached as a usable surface and an
opportunity for sustainable .strategies,
such as installment of a green roof, solar
panels or other measures that minimize
the heat island effect.

E.3.8 Sustainable Practices
Overall Standards
Unless the Specific Plan area is explicitly
E.3.8.01
Standard
exempted, all citywide sustainability codes
or requirements shall aoolv.
Overall Guidelines
E.3.8.02
Guideline
Because green building standards are
constantly evolving, the requirements in
this section should be reviewed and
updated on a regular basis of at least
every two years.
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Not Applicable: No parking garages are
planned.

Not Applicable: No parking garages are
planned.

Not Applicable: No parking garages are
planned.

Not Applicable: No parking garages are
planned.

Not Applicable: The project is not
proposing a shared parking reduction.
Informal sharing may take place in the
future, although this would not be
permitted if it creates overflow parking
issues.
Not Applicable: No parking garages are
planned.

Applicant Statement: All applicable
citywide sustainability codes and
requirements shall be observed.
Applicant Statement: The current
standards at the time of this submittal are
being applied.
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Leadership in Eneray and Environmental Design (LEED) Standards
E.3.8.03
Standard
Development shall achieve LEED
certification, at Silver level or higher, or a
LEED Silver equivalent standard for the
project types listed below. For LEED
certification, the applicable standards
include LEED New Construction; LEED
Core and Shell; LEED New Homes; LEED
Schools; and LEED Commercial Interiors.
Attainment shall be achieved through
LEED certification or through a Cityapproved outside auditor for those projects
pursing a LEED equivalent standard. The
requirements, process and applicable fees
for an outside auditor program shall be
established by the City and shall be
reviewed and updated on a regular basis.
LEED certification or equivalent standard,
at a Silver lever or higher, shall be
required for:
•
Newly constructed residential
buildings of Group R (single-family,
duplex and multi-family);
•
Newly constructed commercial
buildings of Group B (occupancies
including among others office,
professional and service type
transactions) and Group M
(occupancies including among others
display or sale of merchandise such
as department stores, retail stores,
wholesale stores, markets and sales
rooms) that are 5,000 gross square
feet or more;
•
New first-time build-outs of
commercial interiors that are 20,000
gross square feet or more in buildings
of Group B and M occupancies; and
•
Major alterations that are 20,000
gross square feet or more in existing
buildings of Group B, M and R
occupancies, where interior finishes
are removed and significant upgrades
to structural and mechanical,
electrical and/or plumbing systems
are proposed.
All residential and/or mixed use
developments of sufficient size to require
LEED certification or equivalent standard
under the Specific Plan shall install one
dedicated electric vehicle/plug-in hybrid
electric vehicle recharging station for every
20 residential parking spaces provided.
Per the Climate Action Plan the complying
applicant could receive incentives, such as
streamlined permit processing, fee
discounts, or desiQn templates.
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See Sheet A7.1 for LEED silver
equivalent and Sheet A 1.1 a for the
electric charging stations. LEED
certification will be required by the
conditions of approval.
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Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Guidelines
E.3.8.04
Guideline
The development of larger projects allows
for more comprehensive sustainability
planning and design, such as efficiency in
water use, stormwater management,
renewable energy sources and carbon
reduction features. A larger development
project is defined as one with two or more
buildings on a lot one acre or larger in
size. Such development projects should
have sustainability requirements and GHG
reduction targets that address
neighborhood planning, in addition to the
sustainability requirements for individual
buildings (See Standard E.3.8.03 above).
These should include being certified or
equivalently verified at a LEED-ND
(neighborhood development), Silver level
or higher, and mandating a phased
reduction of GHG emissions over a period
of time as prescribed in the 2030
Challenge.
The sustainable guidelines listed below
are also relevant to the project area. They
relate to but do not replace LEED
certification or equivalent standard rating
requirements.
Building Design Guidelines
E.3.8.05
Guideline
Buildings should incorporate narrow floor
plates to allow natural light deeper into the
interior.

E.3.8.06

Guideline

E.3.8.07

Guideline

E.3.8.08

Guideline
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Buildings should reduce use of daytime
artificial lighting through design elements,
such as bigger wall openings, light
shelves, clerestory lighting, skylights, and
translucent wall materials.
Buildings should allow for flexibility to
regulate the amount of direct sunlight into
the interiors. Louvered wall openings or
shading devices like bris soleils help
control solar gain and check overheating.
Bris solei/s, which are permanent sunshading elements, extend from the sunfacing fa9ade of a building, in the form of
horizontal or vertical projections
depending on sun orientation, to cut out
the sun's direct rays, help protect windows
from excessive solar light and heat and
reduce glare within.
Where appropriate, buildings should
incorporate arcades, trellis and
appropriate tree planting to screen and
mitigate south and west sun exposure
during summer. This guideline would not
apply to downtown, the station area and
the west side of El Camino Real where
buildings have a narrower setback and
street trees provide shade.

Not applicable: Project is not on a lot one
acre or larger in size.

Complies: See unit plans. Townhomes
have windows on both ends and have
open floor plans to allow natural light into
the interiors. Upper level two-story units
have shallow depths and windows on
multiple walls. Commercial unit depths
are shallow.
Complies: Residential living areas and
Commercial spaces are provided with
generous sized windows. Some units
have two story windows or clerestory
windows in tall volume spaces.
Complies: Recessed window areas and
metal canopies provide shading control
for most larger windows

Complies: The project is within the train
station area and is provided with street
trees.
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E.3.8.09

Guideline

E.3.8.10

Guideline

E.3.8.11

Guideline

Operable windows are encouraged in new
buildinQs for natural ventilation.
To maximize use of solar energy, buildings
should consider integrating photovoltaic
panels on roofs.

Inclusion of recycling centers in kitchen
facilities of commercial and residential
buildings shall be encouraged. The
minimum size of recycling centers in
commercial buildings should be 20 cubic
feet (48 inches wide x 30 inches deep x 24
inches high) to provide for garbage and
recyclable materials.
Stormwater and Wastewater ManaQement Guidelines
Guideline
E.3.8.12
Buildings should incorporate intensive or
extensive green roofs in their design.
Green roofs harvest rain water that can be
recycled for plant irrigation or for some
domestic uses. Green roofs are also
effective in cutting-back on the cooling
load of the air-conditioning system of the
building and reducing the heat island
effect from the roof surface.
E.3.8.13
Guideline
Projects should use porous material on
driveways and parking lots to minimize
stormwater run-off from paved surfaces.
Landscaping Guidelines
E.3.8.14
Guideline
Planting plans should support passive
heating and cooling of buildings and
outdoor spaces.
E.3.8.15
Guideline
Regional native and drought resistant
plant species are encouraged as planting
material.
E.3.8.16
Guideline
Provision of efficient irrigation system is
recommended, consistent with the City's
Municipal Code Chapter 12.44 "WaterEfficient LandscapinQ".
LightinQ Standards
E.3.8.17
Standard
Exterior lighting fixtures shall use fixtures
with low cut-off angles, appropriately
positioned, to minimize glare into dwelling
units and liQht pollution into the niQht sky.
E.3.8.18
Standard
Lighting in parking garages shall be
screened and controlled so as not to
disturb surrounding properties, but shall
ensure adequate public securitv.
Lighting Guidelines
E.3.8.19
Guideline
Energy-efficient and color-balanced
outdoor lighting, at the lowest lighting
levels possible, are encouraged to provide
for safe pedestrian and auto circulation.

E.3.8.20

Guideline
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Improvements should use ENERGY
STAR-qualified fixtures to reduce a
building's energy consumption.

Complies: All residential units have
operable windows.
Partially Complies: Solar panels are not
being provided at this time, however, the
building will be "solar-ready" as required
bv code.
Complies: All residences and commercial
spaces shall have recycling containers.

Partially Complies: The project will
incorporate cool roofs to reduce cooling
loads. Most of the residential units have
private backyards and all units have
balconies. With the relatively small size
of the project and the amount of
proposed open space, a green roof is not
strictly necessary.
Complies: The project will use porous
pavers. Please see the Landscape and
Civil drawinas.
Complies: Many trees are integrated into
the project. See the Landscape
drawings.
Complies: See the Landscape drawings
for proposed planting material.
Applicant's Statement: An efficient
irrigation system consistent with the
City's Municipal Code will be provided.

Complies: See Sheet A5.1, A5.2, and
A5.3 for exterior wall mounted light
fixtures. Fixtures have low cut-off angles.
Complies: See Sheets A 1.1 a for ceiling
mounted exterior light fixtures in the
driveway and parking areas.

Complies: Lighting shall be provided that
meet applicable State and Local codes
and provide safety to the occupants and
their guests. Please see E.3.8.17 &
E.3.8.18.
Complies: Lighting shall be provided that
meet applicable State and Local codes
and to meet LEED equivalent
certification.
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E.3.8.21

Guideline

Installation of high-efficiency lighting
systems with advanced lighting control,
including motion sensors tied to dimmable
lighting controls or lighting controlled by
timers set to turn off at the earliest
practicable hour, are recommended.
Green BuildinQ Material Guidelines
E.3.8.22
Guideline
The reuse and recycle of construction and
demolition materials is recommended. The
use of demolition materials as a base
course for a parking lot keeps materials
out of landfills and reduces costs.
E.3.8.23
Guideline
The use of products with identifiable
recycled content, including post-industrial
content with a preference for postconsumer content, are encouraged.
E.3.8.24
Guideline
Building materials, components, and
systems found locally or regionally should
be used, thereby saving energy and
resources in transportation.
E.3.8.25
Guideline
A design with adequate space to facilitate
recycling collection and to incorporate a
solid waste management program,
preventing waste generation, is
recommended.
E.3.8.26
Guideline
The use of material from renewable
sources is encouraged.
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Complies: Lighting controls shall be
provided that meet applicable State and
Local codes.

Complies: Construction and demolition
materials will be recycled as part of the
LEED certification or equivalent process.

Complies: Identifiable recycled materials
shall be used as part of the LEED
certification or equivalent process.
Complies: Local building materials,
components and systems shall be used
as part of the LEED certification or
equivalent process.
Complies: Space has been provided for
recycling for both the residences and the
commercial spaces.

Complies: Materials from renewable
sources shall be used as part of the
LEED certification or equivalent process.
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TELEPHONE: (650) 593-4400
FACSIMILE:
(650) 593-4443
EMAIL: info@maynetree.com

Mr. Mohammad Mortazavi
220 Elena Ave.
Atherton, CA 94027
Dear Mr. Mortazavi,
RE: 1283, 1285, 1295 EL CAMINO REAL, MENLO PARK
This site is all buildings and parking with all trees along the property line or trees
overhanging from neighboring properties. This report is on 13 trees with 4 trees on
neighboring properties. Six trees, all sycamores, are considered street trees. I have
seen a proposed site plan and all trees are to remain, except tree #5 and trees with a
very low condition rating.
Each tree was assigned a number that coordinates with the existing site plan. Each tree
was measured, or estimated, at 54 inches above grade. Each tree was given a
condition rating, which is a combination of general tree health and structure. The
following table will help with the condition rating:

0 30
50
70
90

-

29 Very Poor
49 Poor
69 Fair
89 Good
100 Excellent

The comments column helps explain the condition rating and any other individual tree
location and/or characteristic or maintenance.
Regardless of the type of construction proposed, tree protection will probably be the
same for all. As trees #1-#6, and #13 are perimeter trees, fencing at the lot setbacks of
at least 5 feet from the fence should be sufficient. If, however, more room can be given,
especially with trees #1, #5 (proposed for removal), and #6 it would be better.
The street trees, #7-#12, can be fenced along the curb and inside edge of the sidewalk
and along driveway entrances. This will give these sycamores enough protection. The
sidewalk openings are to be enlarged and trees #8 and #9 are in the proposed new
entrance driveway and are to be removed. Two more street trees are to be added. All
tree protection should be in place prior to demolition. To protect underlying roots, leave
the existing asphalt as the last phase of demolition and perhaps construction. Have
these two areas inspected for root depth and placement to determine how many, if any,
will be impacted or cut. I recommend deep root fertilization of the trees now and repeat
next spring.
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Trees #1 & #6 are both coast live oaks, Quercus agrifolia. Tree #1 is located in back and
#6 is a two-trunked tree located about midway on the north side easterly of #1 .
Tree protection details for trees #1 and #6 are as follows: Wrap the trunks with wood
and several layers of orange plastic snow fencing . This will protect the trunks from most
physical injuries. On the south side of tree #6 there is existing paving nearly up to the
trunk; leave this paving until the last phase of construction as root zone protection.
When the existing paving is removed, carefully pull it away from the trunk to reduce
impacts to lower roots. Have the area inspected and discuss the depth of excavation for
the new patio and home foundation, pervious driveway, or any other excavation with the
contractor. If significant numbers of roots 3 inches in diameter and larger are
encountered, a concrete driveway should be considered.
The proposed pervious driveway will have a profile of 12 to 14 inches that would
generally impact roots. Since there is an existing asphalt driveway that, as reported to
me, has a 12-inch profile. Therefore, proposed excavation may only have minimal
impacts. See the proposed tree fencing locations on the site plan.
General tree protective fencing is also to keep construction materials away from the
trees. Place fencing along the back fence and 5 feet away from the fence. To some
degree, new tree planting impacts can be reduced by these protective zones. Tree
planting holes should be hand dug so that large tree root damage can be reduced . Tree
fencing also is to keep excavation and trenching away from the protected trees. Any
tree protection zone encroachment must be approved by the site and city arborists.
I have reviewed the proposed site plans for drainage, landscaping, etc. and found them
to be acceptable.
I think this report is accurate and based on sound arboricultural principles and practices
as best as my knowledge of information provided can give.

1~JJJ#
Richard L. Huntington
Certified Arborist WE #0119A
Certified Forester #1925
RLH:pmd
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Tree Survey
Tree Species

#

DBH
(inches)

Condition
(percent)

Comments

1

Coast Live Oak

23.8

70

Leans onto fence & damaging bark.
Tree has about a 14 foot overhang; Y2 of
roots covered by asphalt; remove asphalt
carefully; fence at 1O feet.

2

California Pepper

30
(est.)

20

This is a neighboring tree. Tree has
about a 10-foot lot overhang. Top of tree
is dead with only lower trunk sprouts.
Prune back. Remove asphalt carefully;
fence at 10 feet. Neighbor should be
notified of this hazardous situation.

3

Canary Pine

16
(est.)

70

This is a neighboring tree; 4 to 5 feet
from fence with about a 15-foot lot
overhang. Fence at 5-foot setback.

4

Canary Pine

18
(est.)

70

This is a neighboring tree; 4 to 5 feet
from fence with about a 10-foot lot
overhang. Fence at 5-foot setback.

5

Catalpa

25.9
@10"

65

Forks at 2 feet into 4 trunks. Paving up
to trunk covers over % of the root zone.
Remove ivy. See body of report.
Proposed for removal.

6

Coast Live Oak

18.5

70

Forks at 7 feet with ivy around base; Y2 of
root zone is covered by paving. Remove
ivy.

7

Sycamore

12.2

70

Street tree; roots covered by concrete.

8

Sycamore

10.4

70

Street tree; roots covered by concrete.

9

Sycamore

10.4

70

Street tree; roots covered by concrete.

10

Sycamore

9.6

70

Street tree; roots covered by concrete.

11

Sycamore

6.1

65

Street tree; roots covered by concrete.

12

Sycamore

11.3

65

Street tree; roots covered by concrete.

13

Black Walnut

24
(est.)

35

This is a neighboring tree. Significant
decay at main crotch. About a 19-foot lot
overhang. Prune back. Fence off at 10
feet from the trunk. Neighbor should be
notified of this hazardous situation.
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El Camino Real/Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR - Conformance Checklist

Introduction
The City of Menlo Park (City) has developed the El Camino Real/Downtown Specific
Plan (Specific Plan) to establish a framework for private and public improvements in the
Specific Plan area over the coming decades. The Specific Plan addresses
approximately 130 acres and focuses on the character and density of private infill
development, the character and extent of enhanced public spaces, and circulation and
connectivity improvements. The primary goal of the Specific Plan is to "enhance the
community life, character and vitality through mixed use infill projects sensitive to the
small-town character of Menlo Park, an expanded public realm, and improved
connections across El Camino Real." The Specific Plan includes objectives, policies,
development standards, and design guidelines intended to guide new private
development and public space and transportation improvements in the Specific Plan
area. The Plan builds upon the El Camino Real/Downtown Vision Plan that was
unanimously accepted by the Menlo Park City Council on July 15, 2008.
On June 5, 2012, the City Council certified the Menlo Park El Camino Real and
Downtown Specific Plan Program EIR (Program EIR). According to the Program EIR,
the Specific Plan does not propose specific private developments, but establishes a
maximum development capacity of 474,000 square feet of non-residential development
(inclusive of retail, hotel, and commercial development), and 680 new residential units.
Mohammad Mortazevi has submitted an application for a 29,896 square foot mixed-use
building comprised of approximately 2,000 square feet of commercial area and 15
apartment units. The project site is consists of two parcels at 1283-1285 and 1295 El
Camino Real, which are currently occupied by two existing commercial buildings. The
proposed project would demolish the existing buildings, parking and improvements. The
property is part of the Specific Plan area, and as such may be covered by the Program
EIR analysis. The intent of this Environmental Conformity Analysis is to determine: 1)
whether the proposed project does or does not exceed the environmental impacts
analyzed in the Program EIR, 2) whether new impacts have or have not been identified,
and 3) whether new mitigation measures are or are not required.
Existing Condition
The subject parcels are located at 1283-1285 and 1295 El Camino Real, on the west
side of El Camino Real southeast of the intersection of Valparaiso/Glenwood Avenues
and El Camino Real, which is part of the SP-ECR/D (El Camino Real/Downtown
Specific Plan) zoning district. The adjacent properties are occupied by commercial uses,
including an automotive repair and motel. The property across El Camino Real is a
large vacant multi-parcel site addressed 1300 El Camino Real, which is the location of a

1283-1295 El Camino Real Project
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proposed mixed-use retail-office development that is currently going through the
entitlement phase.
The project site consists of two adjacent parcels (Assessor's Parcel Numbers: 071-103030 and 071-103-040) of approximately 0.62 acres (27,362 square feet). 1283-1285 El
Camino Real is currently developed with a commercial building consisting of a clothing
store and hair salon. 1295 El Camino Real has most recently been occupied by
personal service and office uses.
Proposed Project
The project includes the demolition of two existing commercial buildings and the
construction of a new three-story mixed-use development comprised of 1,997 square
feet of commercial space and 15 residential apartment units. The project would be
developed with two three-story structures.
Parking would consists of 24 residential spaces (five in a tandem layout) and 8
commercial spaces. Access to the project site is from a 26 foot wide driveway from El
Camino Real. Permeable pavers are proposed in the driveway and on the surface
parking. Landscaping is proposed around the perimeter of the project site.
In addition, the proposal includes the removal of one heritage tree: a catalpa in poor/fair
condition at the middle-right of the parcel. The project requires architectural control
review and approval by the Planning Commission
Environmental Analysis
As discussed in the introduction, this comparative analysis has been undertaken to
analyze whether the project would have any significant environmental impacts that are
not addressed in the Program EIR. The comparative analysis discusses whether
impacts are increased, decreased, or unchanged from the conclusions discussed in the
Program EIR. The comparative analysis also addresses whether any changes to
mitigation measures are required.
As noted previously, the proposal is a mixed-use project, demolishing the existing
commercial buildings. Assuming full occupancy, the proposed project is estimated to
generate 2 new AM peak hour trips and 0 net new PM peak hour trips. Based on this
level of vehicle traffic, a detailed traffic study is not required, as long as the land use
assumptions on site are consistent with those outlined in the Specific Plan. The
proposed project is consistent with the Specific Plan land uses. The proposed project
will be subject to the fair share contribution towards infrastructure required to mitigate
transportation impacts as identified in the Downtown Specific Plan Final Environmental
Impact Report.
Aesthetic Resources
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Impacts would be the same as the Specific Plan. The Program EIR concluded that the
project would not have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic view, vista, or
designated state scenic highway, nor would the project have significant impacts to the
degradation of character/quality, light and glare, or shadows.
Implementation of the proposed project would result in the construction of a mixed-use
development. Similar development concepts were evaluated under the Specific Plan
EIR, and determined that changes to the visual character would not be substantially
adverse, and the impact would be considered less than significant. The proposed
project is subject to the Planning Commission architectural control review and approval,
which includes public notice and ensures aesthetic compatibility. Therefore, the
proposed project would not result in any impacts to the existing visual character of the
site and its surroundings.
Similar development concepts were evaluated under the Specific Plan EIR, and
determined that changes to light and glare would not be substantially adverse, and the
impact would be less than significant. The Specific Plan includes regulatory standards
for nighttime lighting and nighttime and daytime glare. Therefore, the proposed project
would not result in any impacts associated with substantial light or glare.
As was the case with the Specific Plan, the proposed project would not have a
substantial adverse effect on a scenic view or vista, a state scenic highway,
character/quality, or light and glare impacts. Therefore, no new impacts have been
identified and no new mitigation measures are required for the proposed project.

Agriculture Resources
Impacts would be the same as the Specific Plan. The Program EIR concluded that no
impacts would result with regard to Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of
Statewide Importance, or any area zoned for agricultural use or forest land.
As was the case with the Program EIR, the proposed project would not result in any
impacts to farmland, agricultural uses, or forest land. Therefore, no new impacts have
been identified and no new mitigation measures are required for the proposed project.

Air Quality
Impacts would be the same as the Specific Plan.
AIR-1: The Program EIR determined that emissions of criteria pollutants associated with
construction would be significant, and established Mitigation Measures Al R-1 a and Al R1b to address such impacts. Mitigation Measure AIR-1 a would be applied to this
proposal. However, the Program EIR concluded that impacts could still be significant
and unavoidable even with implementation of such mitigations. The proposed project
would construct a mixed-use building comprised of approximately 2,000 square feet of
commercial space and 15 residential units would not involve the type of large-scale
construction activities that would create additional impacts, and the proposed project
1283-1295 El Camino Real Project
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would be well below the 220 dwelling-unit construction screening threshold adopted by
the Bay Area Air Quality Management District. As a result, implementation of Mitigation
Measure AIR-1 bis not required for this project.
AIR-2: The Program EIR determined that the Specific Plan would have long-term
emissions of criteria pollutants from increased vehicle traffic and on-site area sources
that would contribute to an air quality violation (due to being inconsistent with an
element of the 2010 Clean Air Plan), and established Mitigation Measure AIR-2
requiring implementation of Mitigation Measure TR-2 regarding Transportation Demand
Management (TOM) strategies to address this impact. However, the Program EIR noted
that TOM effectiveness cannot be guaranteed, and concluded that the impact would be
significant and unavoidable. The proposed project would be consistent with the Program
EIR analysis, and as such would be required to implement Mitigation Measure AIR-2.
AIR-3: The Program EIR determined that the Specific Plan would increase levels of
Toxic Air Contaminants (TACs) due to increased heavy duty truck traffic, but that the
impacts would be less than significant. The proposed project would not generate an
unusual amount of heavy truck traffic relative to other commercial or multi-family
developments due to the limited nature of the construction, and the proposed project's
limited share of overall Specific Plan development would be accounted for through
deduction of its totals from the Specific Plan Maximum Allowable Development. The
health risks posed by Plan-generated traffic on El Camino Real would remain less than
significant.
AIR-4: The Program EIR concluded that the Specific Plan would not have a substantial
adverse effect pertaining to Particulate Matter (PM 2 .5 ). The proposed project is
consistent with the assumptions of this analysis.
AIR-5, AIR-6, AIR-7, AIR-8, AIR-10, and AIR-11: The Specific Plan determined that the
introduction of sensitive receptors, specifically new residences, to an environment (near
El Camino Real and the Caltrain tracks, as well as to a zone in proximity to the SRI
International campus) with elevated concentrations of TACs and PM 2.5 could result in
significant or potentially significant impacts (including in the cumulative scenario), and
established Mitigation Measures AIR-5, AIR-7, and AIR-10 to bring impacts to less than
significant levels. Although the project site is in proximity to the Caltrain tracks and El
Camino Real, implementing certain components of Mitigation Measure AIR-5 and AIR-6
would reduce cancer risk to a less than significant level. Mitigation Measure AIR-10
would not apply, because the project site is a sufficient distance from the SRI
International campus.
AIR-9: The Program EIR determined that the Specific Plan is fundamentally consistent
with the growth projections of the Bay Area 2010 Clean Air Plan, particularly with regard
to residential development. The project proposes 15 residential units and a small
amount of commercial space, which is consistent with the growth projections of the Bay
Area 2010 Clean Air Plan.
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No new Air Quality impacts have been identified and no new mitigation measures are
required for the proposed project.
Biological Resources
Impacts would be the same as the Specific Plan. The Program EIR determined that less
than significant impacts would result with regard to special status plant and wildlife
species, sensitive natural communities, migratory birds, and jurisdictional waters and
wetlands upon implementation of the recommended Mitigation Measures 810-1 a, BI01b, BI0-3a, BI0-3b, BI0-5a through BI0-5c, and BI0-6a. Mitigation Measures BI0-1 a,
BI0-1 b, BI0-3a, BI0-3b, and BI0-5a through BI0-5c would apply to the project, but
BI0-6a would not (it is limited to projects proposing development near San Francisquito
Creek). The analysis also found that the Specific Plan would not conflict with local
policies, ordinances, or plans. The Project site is fully developed and within a highly
urbanized/landscaped area.
The Project site provides little wildlife habitat and essentially no habitat for plants other
than the opportunity ruderal species adapted to the built environment or horticultural
plants used in landscaping. The Project would not result in the take of candidate,
sensitive, or special-status species.
The proposal includes the removal of one heritage tree, and the planting of
approximately 23 new trees. The Program EIR determined that no mitigation would be
required with implementation of the Heritage Tree Ordinance Chapter 13.24 which
requires a planting replacement at a 2:1 basis for commercial projects. Additionally, the
City of Menlo Park's Building Division provides "Tree Protection Specification" measures
and procedures to further insure the protection of heritage trees during construction.
Compliance with these existing code requirements, guidelines, and Tree Protection
Specification measures and procedures, coupled with additional tree planting, would
mitigate the impact of any loss of protected trees and would constitute consistency with
local ordinances designed to protect existing tree resources. The impact would be less
than significant.
With implementation of the proposed project, construction activities would occur on an
existing developed site. Therefore, as with the Program EIR, the proposed project would
result in less than significant impacts to biological resources and no new Mitigation
Measures would be required. The proposed project would also not conflict with local
policies, ordinances, or plans, similar to the Program EIR. No new impacts have been
identified and no new mitigation measures are required for the proposed project.
Cultural Resources
Impacts would be the same as the Specific Plan. The Program EIR determined that no
significant impacts to a historic resource would result with implementation of Mitigation
Measure CUL-1. The analysis also concluded that the Specific Plan would result in less
than significant impacts to archeological resources, paleontological resources, and
burial sites with implementation of Mitigation Measures CUL-2a, CUL-2b, CUL-3, and
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CUL-4. With regard to the project site, the physical conditions, as they relate to
archeological resource, have not changed in the Specific Plan area since the
preparation of the Specific Plan EIR. The proposed project would incorporate Mitigation
Measure CUL-4 through notations on plan sheets and ongoing on-site monitoring.
Mitigation Measure CUL-3 would not be required, as the project would not excavate
beyond previously disturbed soil.
In compliance with Mitigation Measure CUL-1, a Historic Resource Evaluation was
prepared by Archives & Architecture, LLC, dated March 2015 for the proposed project.
The report concluded, the buildings at 1283 and 1295 El Camino Real are not
historically significant according to the criteria of the California Register of Historical
Resources, and thus are not considered historic resources under CEQA.
In compliance with Mitigation Measure CUL-2, a Cultural Resource Evaluation was
Archaeological Resource Management, dated March 4, 2015 for the Project. The report
concluded, the archival research revealed that there are no recorded cultural resources
located within the study area. No traces of significant cultural materials, prehistoric or
historic, were noted during the surface reconnaissance. In the event, however, that
prehistoric traces are encountered, the Specific EIR requires protection activities if
archaeological artifacts are found during construction.
No new impacts have been identified and no new mitigation measures are required.

Geology and Soils
Impacts would be the same as the Specific Plan. The Program EIR found that no
significant impacts pertaining to earthquake faults, seismic ground shaking, seismically
induced hazards (e.g., liquefaction, lateral spreading, land sliding, settlement, and
ground lurching), unstable geologic units, expansive soils, corrosive soils, landslides,
and soil erosion would result. No Mitigation Measures are required.
The project site is not located within an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone as
designated by the California Geological Society, and no known active faults exist on the
site. The nearest active fault to the project area is the San Andreas fault which is
located approximately seven miles southwest. Although this is the case, the proposed
project is located in a seismically active area and, while unlikely, there is a possibility of
future faulting and consequent secondary ground failure from unknown faults is
considered to be low. Furthermore, the project would comply with requirements set in
the California Building Code (CBC) to withstand settlement and forces associated with
the maximum credible earthquake. The CBC provides standards intended to permit
structures to withstand seismic hazards. Therefore, the code sets standards for
excavation, grading, construction earthwork, fill embankments, expansive soils,
foundation investigations, liquefaction potential, and soil strength loss. No mitigation is
required.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
1283-1295 El Camino Real Project
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Impacts would be the same as the Specific Plan.
GHG-1: The Program EIR determined that the Specific Plan would generate
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions, both directly and indirectly, that would have a
significant impact on the environment. Specifically, the operational GHG using the Bay
Area Air Quality District (BAAQMD) GHG Model, measured on a "GHG: service
population" ratio, were determined to exceed the BAAQMD threshold. The proposed
project's share of this development and associated GHG emissions and service
population, would be accounted for through deduction of this total from the Specific Plan
Maximum Allowable Development, and as such is consistent with the Program EIR
analysis. The Program EIR established Mitigation Measure GHG-1, although it was
determined that the impact would remain significant and unavoidable even with this
mitigation. For the proposed project, implementation of Mitigation Measure GHG-1 is
not necessary as the BAAQMD-identified GHG Mitigation Measures are primarily
relevant to City-wide plans and policies.
GHG-2: The Program EIR determined that the Specific Plan could conflict with AB 32
and its Climate Change Scoping Plan by virtue of exceeding the per-capita threshold
cited in GHG-1. Again, the proposed project's share of this development and associated
GHG emissions and service population, would be accounted for through deduction of
this total from the Specific Plan Maximum Allowable Development, and as such is
consistent with the Program EIR analysis. The Program EIR established Mitigation
Measure GHG-2a and GHG-2b, although it was determined that the impact would
remain significant and unavoidable even with this mitigation. The project would be
required to install at least one dedicated electric vehicle charging station to meet
Mitigation Measure GHG-2a.
No new impacts have been identified and no new mitigation measures are required for
the proposed project.

Hazards and Hazardous Materials
Impacts would be the same as the Specific Plan. The Program EIR determined that a
less than significant impact would result in regards to the handling, transport, use, or
disposal of hazardous materials during construction operations. The analysis also
concluded that the project site is not included on a list of hazardous materials sites, is
not within the vicinity of an airport or private airstrip, would not conflict with an
emergency response plan, and would not be located in an area at risk for wildfires. The
Specific Plan analysis determined that with implementation of Mitigation Measures HAZ1 and HAZ-3, impacts related to short-term construction activities, and the potential
handling of and accidental release of hazardous materials would be reduced to less
than significant levels.
The proposed project would involve ground-disturbance activities and demolition of an
existing commercial building and as such implementation of Mitigation Measures HAZ-1
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and HAZ-3 would be required. Project operations would result in a mixed-use project
rather than the existing commercial and office uses. The proposed mixed-use project
would not handle, store, or transport hazardous materials in quantities that would be
required to be regulated. Thus, project operations would result in similar impacts as that
analyzed for the Specific Plan. No new impacts have been identified and no new
mitigation measures are required for the proposed project.
Hydrology and Water Quality
Impacts would be the same as the Specific Plan. The Program EIR found that no
significant impacts pertaining to construction-related impacts (i.e., water quality and
drainage patterns due to erosion and sedimentation), or operational-related impacts to
water quality, groundwater recharge, the alteration of drainage patterns, or flooding
would result. The City of Menlo Park Engineering Division requires a Grading and
Drainage Permit and preparation of a construction plan for any construction project
disturbing 500 square feet or more. The Grading and Drainage (G&D) Permit
requirements specify that the construction must demonstrate that the sediment ladenwater shall not leave the site. Incorporation of these requirements would be expected to
reduce the impact of erosion and sedimentation to a less-than-significant level. No
Mitigation Measures are required.
A Hydrology Report was prepared by Triad/Holmes Associates dated March 10, 2015
and determined that the proposed project decreases the amount of runoff, retention is
not required. Engineering Division staff have completed preliminary review of this report
and the associated civil plans, and tentatively determined that the project should be able
to meet the detailed hydrology/grading requirements at the Building Permit stage. Thus,
the proposed project would result in less than significant impacts, no new impacts have
been identified, and no new mitigation measures are required.
Land Use and Planning
Impacts would be the same as the Specific Plan.
LU-1: The Program EIR determined that the Specific Plan would not divide an
established community. The proposed project would involve demolition of an existing
single-story commercial site. The Specific Plan would allow for taller buildings, any new
development would occur along the existing grid pattern and proposed heights and
massing controls would result in buildings comparable with existing and proposed
buildings found in the Plan area. The proposed development consists of a three-story
building with 15 residential apartment units and 1,997 square feet of commercial space
and is subject to architectural review by the Planning Commission. The project would
not create a physical or visual barrier, therefore would not physically divide a
community. There are no impacts.
LU-2: The Program EIR determined that the Specific Plan would not alter the type and
intensity of land uses in a manner that would cause them to be substantially
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incompatible with surrounding land uses or neighborhood character. The proposed
project is an infill mixed-use development that meets the intent of the Specific Plan. No
mitigation is required for this impact, which is less than significant.
LU-3: The Program EIR determined that the Specific Plan would not conflict with the
City's General Plan, Zoning Ordinance, or other land use plans or policies adopted for
the purpose of mitigating an environmental effect. The General Plan and Zoning
Ordinance were amended concurrent with the Specific Plan adoption, and the proposed
project would comply with all relevant regulations. No mitigation is required for this
impact, which is less than significant.
LU-4: The Program EIR determined that the Specific Plan, in combination with other
plans and projects, would not result in cumulatively considerable impacts to land use.
The proposed project, being a part of the Specific Plan area and accounted for as part
of the Maximum Allowable Development, is consistent with this determination. No
mitigation is required for this impact, which is less than significant.
No new impacts have been identified and no new mitigation measures are required for
the proposed project.
Mineral Resources
Impacts would be the same as the Specific Plan. The Program EIR noted that the
project site is not located within an area of known mineral resources, either of regional
or local value.
As was the case with the Specific Plan, the proposed project would not result in the loss
of availability of a known mineral resource or mineral resources recovery site. No new
impacts have been identified and no new mitigation measures are required for the
proposed project.
Noise
Impacts would be the same as the Specific Plan.
NOl-1: The Program EIR determined that construction noise, in particular exterior
sources such as jackhammering and pile driving, could result in a potentially significant
impact, and established Mitigation Measures NOl-1 a through NOl-1 c to address such
impacts. The physical conditions as they relate to noise levels have not changed
substantially in the Specific Plan area since the preparation of the Specific Plan EIR.
Therefore construction noise impacts of the proposed project would be less than
significant, and these mitigation measures would apply (with the exception of Mitigation
Measure NOl-1b, which applies to pile driving activities, which wouldn't take place as
part of the project).
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NOl-2: The Program EIR determined that impacts to ambient noise and traffic-related
noise levels as a result of the Specific Plan would be less than significant. The proposed
project's share of this development would be accounted for through deduction of this
total from the Specific Plan Maximum Allowable Development.
NOl-3:_The Program EIR determined that the Specific Plan could include the
introduction of sensitive receptors, specifically new residences, to a noise environment
with noise levels in excess of standards considered acceptable. However, application of
Mitigation Measure NOl-3 will reduce this to a less than significant level by requiring
assessment by a qualified acoustical engineer to verify that interior sound levels meet
relevant criteria.
NOl-4: The Program EIR determined that the Specific Plan could include the
introduction of sensitive receptors, specifically new residences, to substantial levels of
ground borne vibration from the Caltrain tracks. The project area is not adjacent to the
Caltrain right-of-way, which has the potential for vibration-related issues. Therefore, the
proposed project would not result in any impacts related to ground borne noise or
vibration.
NOl-5: The Program EIR determined that implementation of the Specific Plan, together
with anticipated future development in the area in general, would result in a significant
increase in noise levels in the area. The Program EIR established Mitigation Measure
NOl-5 to require the City to use rubberized asphalt in future paving projects within the
Plan area if it determines that it will significantly reduce noise levels and is feasible
given cost and durability, but determined that due to uncertainties regarding Caltrans
approval and cost/feasibility factors, the cumulative impact of increased traffic noise on
existing sensitive receptors is significant and unavoidable. The proposed project's share
of this development would be accounted for through deduction of this total from the
Specific Plan Maximum Allowable Development.
No new Noise impacts have been identified and no new mitigation measures are
required for the proposed project.
Population and Housing
Impacts would be similar from that analyzed in the Program EIR.
POP-1: The Program EIR determined that the implementation of the Specific Plan
would not cause the displacement of existing residents to the extent that the
construction of replacement facilities outside of the Plan area would be required. The
project includes the demolition of two existing commercial buildings and the
construction of a new three-story mixed-use building. Therefore, no residents would
be displaced. No mitigation is required for this impact, which is less than significant.
POP-2: The Program EIR determined that the implementation of the Specific Plan
would not be expected to induce growth in excess of current projections, either directly
or indirectly. The Program EIR found that full build-out under the Specific Plan would
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result in 1,537 new residents, well within the Association of Bay Area Governments
(ABAG) projection of 5,400 new residents between 2010 and 2030 in Menlo Park and
its sphere of influence. Additionally, the Program EIR projected the new job growth
associated with the new retail, commercial and hotel development to be 1,357 new jobs.
The ABAG projection for job growth within Menlo Park and its sphere of influence is an
increase of 7,240 jobs between 2010 and 2030. The Program EIR further determines
that based on the ratio of new residents to new jobs, the Specific Plan would result in a
jobs-housing ratio of 1.56, below the projected overall ratio for Menlo Park and its
sphere of influence of 1.70 in 2030 and below the existing ratio of 1.78.
The project includes the construction of 15 residential apartment units and 1,997 of
commercial space. Construction of the project, including site preparation and building
demolition phase, would temporarily increase construction employment. Given the
relatively common nature and scale of the construction associated with the project, the
demand for construction employment would likely be met within the existing and future
labor market in the City and the County. The size of the construction workforce would
vary during the different stages of construction, but a substantial quality of workers
from outside the City or County would not be expected to relocate permanently.
The apartment units would have two to three bedrooms. The units could be utilized by
couples and families. As such, the household size would be similar to that used in the
Specific Plan. Based on the average household size of 2.38 persons per household
(per the Specific Plan), implementation of the project could add approximately 36
people to the City's population. The anticipated population growth from the proposed
housing units proposed under the project would represent less than 1 percent of the
City's current population and would be approximately less than 1 percent of the City's
population growth through 2020. Therefore, the project would not directly result in
substantial population growth beyond that expected for the City. No mitigation is
required for this impact, which is less than significant.
POP-3: The Program EIR determined that implementation of the Specific Plan, in
combination with other plans and projects would not result in cumulatively considerable
impacts to population and housing. The EIR identified an additional 959 new residents
and 4, 126 new jobs as a result of other pending projects. These combined with the
projection for residents and jobs from the Specific Plan equate to 2,496 new residents
and 5,483 new jobs, both within ABAG projections for Menlo Park and its sphere of
influence in 2030. The additional jobs and 36 persons associated with the proposed
mixed-use project would not be considered a substantial increase, would continue to be
within all projections and impacts in this regard would be considered less than
significant. Thus, no new impacts have been identified and no new mitigation measures
are required for the proposed project.
No new Population and Housing impacts have been identified and no new mitigation
measures are required for the proposed project.

Public Services and Utilities
1283-1295 El Camino Real Project
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Impacts would be the same as the Specific Plan. The Program EIR concluded that less
than significant impacts to public services, including fire protection, police protection,
schools, parks, and other public facilities would result. In addition, the Program EIR
concluded that the project would result in less than significant impacts to utilities and
service systems, including water services, wastewater services, and solid waste. No
mitigation measures were required under the Program EIR for Public Services and
Utilities impacts.
The Menlo Park Fire Protection District (MPFPD) currently serves the Project area.
MPFPD review and approval of individual development plans is a standard part of the
project review process, ensuring that new buildings meet all relevant service
requirements. MPFPD have completed initial project review, and have tentatively
approved the project for compliance with applicable Fire Code regulations. The project
would not intensify development over what has previously been analyzed, nor modify
building standards (height, setbacks, etc.) in a way that could affect the provision of
emergency services by the MPFPD. Therefore, the project would not result in any
impacts resulting in the need for new or physically altered fire facilities.
Public parks near the project area include Burgess Park, Fremont Park, and Nealon
Park. Additional public facilities, such as the Library and recreation buildings, are
located next to Burgess Park, in the Civic Center. The Project would not intensify
development over what has previously been analyzed, and existing public facilities
would continue to be sufficient to serve the population of the Project area. Therefore,
the proposed project would not result in the demand for new public parks or other public
facilities.
The existing water, wastewater, electric, gas, and solid waste infrastructure is adequate
to support the proposed project, as the number of residential units and commercial area
would not exceed what was previously analyzed, which the current site was developed
to support.
No new Public Services and Utilities impacts have been identified and no new mitigation
measures are required for the proposed project.
Transportation, Circulation and Parking
As noted previously, the proposal is a mixed-use project, demolishing the existing
commercial buildings. Assuming full occupancy, the proposed project is estimated to
generate 2 new AM peak hour trips and 0 net new PM peak hour trip. Based on this
level of vehicle traffic, a detailed traffic study is not required, as the land use
assumptions on site are consistent with those outlined in the Downtown Specific Plan.
The project is consistent with the Specific Plan land uses. The project would be subject
to the fair share contribution towards infrastructure required to mitigate transportation
impacts.

1283-1295 El Camino Real Project
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TR-1 and TR-7: The Program EIR concluded that the Specific Plan would result in
significant and unavoidable traffic impacts related to operation of area intersections and
local roadway segments, in both the short-term and cumulative scenarios, even after
implementation of Mitigation Measures TR-1 and TR-7. The project would pay required
TIF (Transportation Impact Fee) and fair-share contributions as part of these
mitigations.
TR-2 and TR-8: The Program EIR determined that the Specific Plan would adversely
affect operation of certain local roadway segments, in both the near-term and
cumulative scenarios. The proposed project's share of the overall Specific Plan
development would be accounted for through deduction of this total from the Specific
Plan Maximum Allowable Development, and as such is consistent with the Program EIR
analysis.
In addition, the proposed project would be required through the MMRP to implement
Mitigation Measure TR-2, requiring submittal and City approval of a Transportation
Demand Management (TOM) program prior to project occupancy. However, this
mitigation (which is also implemented through Mitigation Measure AIR-2) cannot have
its effectiveness guaranteed, as noted by the Program EIR, so the impact remains
significant and unavoidable.
TR-3, TR-4, TR-5, and TR-6: The Program EIR determined that the Specific Plan would
not result in impacts to freeway segment operations, transit ridership, pedestrian and
bicycle safety, or parking in the downtown. The proposed project, using a parking rate
supported by appropriate data and analysis, would be consistent with this analysis, and
no new impacts or mitigation measures would be projected.
No new impacts have been identified and no new mitigation measures are required for
the proposed project.

Conclusion
As discussed, the Conformance Checklist is to confirm that 1) the proposed project
does not exceed the environmental impacts analyzed in the Program EIR, 2) that no
new impacts have been identified, and 3) no new mitigation measures are required. As
detailed in the analysis presented above, the proposed project would not result in
greater impacts than were identified for the Program EIR. No new impacts have been
identified and no new mitigation measures are required for the proposed project.
References
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1283-1295 El Camino Real Project Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Mitigation Measure

I

Action

I

Timing

I

Implementing
Party

Monitoring Party

AIR QUALITY
IMPACT BEING ADDRESSED: Impact AIR-1: Implementation of the Specific Plan would result in increased long-term emissions of criteria pollutants associated
with construction activities that could contribute substantially to an air quality violation. (Significant)

Mitigation Measure AIR-ta: During construction of
individual projects under the Specific Plan, project
applicants shall require the construction contractor(s) to
implement the following measures required as part of Bay
Area Air Quality Management District's (BAAQMD) basic
dust control procedures required for construction sites. For
projects for which construction emissions exceed one or
more of the applicable BAAQMD thresholds, additional
measures shall be required as indicated in the list following
the Basic Controls.

Measures shown on
plans, construction
documents and ongoing during
demolition,
excavation and
construction.

Basic Controls that Applv to All Construction Sites
1. All exposed surfaces (e.g., parking areas, staging areas,
soil piles, graded areas, and unpaved access roads} shall
be watered two times per day.

Exposed surfaces shall be watered
twice daily.

2. All haul trucks transporting soil, sand, or other loose
material off-site shall be covered.

Trucks carrying demolition debris shall
be covered.

3. All visible mud or dirt track-out onto adjacent public
roads shall be remov.ed using wet power vacuum street

Dirt carried from construction areas
shall be cleaned daily.

sweepers at least once per day. The use of dry power
sweeping is prohibited.
4. All vehicle speeds on unpaved roads shall be limited to
15 mph.

Speed limit on unpaved roads shall be
15 mph.

5. All roadways, driveways, and sidewalks to be paved
shall be completed as soon as possible. Building pads shall
be laid as soon as possible after grading unless seeding or
soil binders are used.

Roadways, driveways, sidewalks and
building pads shall be laid as soon as
possible after grading.

6. Idling times shall be minimized either by shutting

Idling times shall be minimized to 5
minutes or less; Signage posted at all
access points.

equipment off when not in use or reducing the maximum
idling time to 5 minutes (as required by the California
airborne toxics control measure Title 13, Section 2485 of
California Code of Regulations [CCR]). Clear signage shall
be provided for construction workers at all access points.

7. All construction equipment shall be maintained and
properly tuned in accordance with manufacturer's
specifications. All equipment shall be checked by a certified
mechanic and determined to be running in proper condition
prior to operation.

Construction equipment shall be
properly tuned and maintained.
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Project sponsor(s)
and contractor(s)

PW/COD

1283-1295 El C
Mitigation Measure
8. Post a publicly visible sign with the telephone number
and person to contact at the Lead Agency regarding dust
complaints. This person shall respond and take corrective
action within 48 hours. The BAAQMD's phone number shall
also be visible to ensure compliance with applicable
regulations.

Real Proiect Mitiaation Monitorm
· gan dR
Action

rtina P

Timing

Implementing
Party

Monitoring Party

Signage will be posted with the
appropriate contact information
regarding dust complaints.

Impact AIR-2: Implementation of the Specific Plan would result in increased long-term emissions of criteria pollutants from increased vehicle traffic and on-site
area sources that would contribute substantially to an air quality violation. (Significant)
Mitigation Measure AIR-2: Mitigation Measure TR-2 of
Section 4.13, Transportation, Circulation and Parking,
identifies Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
strategies to be implemented by individual project
applicants, although the precise effectiveness of a TDM
program cannot be guaranteed. As the transportation
demand management strategies included in Mitigation
Measure TR-2 represent the majority of available measures
with which to reduce VMT, no further mitigation measures
are available and this impact is considered to be significant
and unavoidable.

See Mitigation Measure TR-2.
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Impact AIR-5: Implementation of the Specific Plan would locate sensitive receptors in an area of elevated concentrations of toxic air contaminants associated
with roadway traffic which may lead to considerable adverse health effects. (Potentially Significant)
Mitigation Measure AIR-5: The Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program shall require that all developments that
include sensitive receptors such as residential units that
would be located within 200 feet of the edge of El Camino
Real or within 100 feet of the edge of Ravenswood Avenue,
Oak Grove Avenue east of El Camino Real, or Santa Cruz
Avenue west of University Avenue shall undergo, prior to
project approval, a screening-level health risk analysis to
determine if cancer risk, hazard index, and/or PM 2.5
concentration would exceed BAAQMD thresholds. If one or
more thresholds would be exceeded at the site of the
subsequent project, the project (or portion of the project
containing sensitive receptors, in the case of a mixed-use
project) shall be equipped with filtration systems with a
Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) rating of 14 or
higher. The ventilation system shall be designed by an
engineer certified by the American Society of Heating,
Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers, who shall
provide a written report documenting that the system
reduces interior health risks to less than 1O in one million,
or less than any other threshold of significance adopted by
BAAQMD or the City for health risks. The project sponsor
shall present a plan to ensure ongoing maintenance of
ventilation and filtration systems and shall ensure the
disclosure to buyers and/or renters regarding the findings
of the analysis and inform occupants as to proper use of
any installed air filtration. Alternatively, if the project
applicant can prove at the time of development that health
risks at new residences due to DPM (and other TACs, if
applicable) would be less than 10 in one million, or less
than any other threshold of significance adopted by
BAAQMD for health risks, or that alternative mitigation
measures reduce health risks below any other City-adopted
threshold of significance, such filtration shall not be
required.

A health risk analysis shall be prepared.
If one or more thresholds are
exceeded, a filtration system shall be
installed; Certified engineer to provide
report documenting that system
reduces health risks

Simultaneous with a
building permit
submittal

Project sponsor(s)

COD

Plan developed for ongoing
maintenance and disclosure to buyers
and/renters.

Impact AIR-6: Implementation of the Specific Plan would locate new sensitive receptors in an area of elevated concentrations of PM2 .5 associated with roadway
traffic which may lead to considerable adverse health effects. (Potentially Significant)
Mitigation Measure AIR-5 associated with Impact AIR-5
regarding DPM exposure would also reduce PM2.s
exposure impacts along El Camino Real and other high
volume streets to a less than significant level.

See Mitigation Measure AIR-5.
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Impact AIR-7: Implementation of the Specific Plan would expose sensitive receptors to elevated concentrations of Toxic Air Contaminants {TACs) associated
with Ca/train operations which may lead to considerable adverse health effects. (Potentially Significant)
Mitigation Measure AIR-7: The Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Program shall require that all developments that
include sensitive receptors such as residential units that
would be located "."'it~in approximately 1,095 feet ?f the
ed~e of the Caltrain nght-~f-way shall und~rgo, pnor _to
proiect _ap~roval, a s~reening-le~el health nsk analysis to
determine 1f cancer nsk, hazard index, and/or PM2.s
concentration would exceed BAAQMD thresholds. If one or
more thresholds would be exceeded at the site of the
subsequent project, the project (or portion of the project
containing sensitive receptors, in the case of a mixed-use
project) shall be equipped with filtration systems with a
Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value (MERV) rating of 14 or
higher. The ventilation system shall be designed by an
engineer certified by the American Society of Heating,
Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers, who shall
provide a written report documenting that the system
reduces interior health risks to less than 10 in one million,
or less than any other threshold of significance adopted by
BAAQMD or the City for health risks. The project sponsor
shall present a plan to ensure ongoing maintenance of
ventilation and filtration systems and shall ensure the
disclosure to buyers and/or renters regarding the findings
of the analysis and inform occupants as to proper use of
any installed air filtration. Alternatively, if the project
applicant can prove at the time of development that health
risks at new residences due to DPM (and other TACs, if
applicable) would be less than 1 O in one million, or less
than any other threshold of significance adopted by
BAAQMD for health risks, or that alternative mitigation
measures reduce health risks below any other City-adopted
threshold of significance, such filtration shall not be
required.

A health risk analysis shall be prepared.
If one or more thresholds are
exceeded, a filtration system shall be
installed; Certified engineer to provide
report documenting that system
reduces health risks
Plan developed for ongoing
maintenance and disclosure to buyers
and/renters.
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I Simultaneous with a
building permit
submittal

I Project sponsor(s)

COD

1283-1295 El Camino Real Project Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Impact 810-1: The Specific Plan could result in the take of special-status birds or their nests. (Potentially Significant)

Mitigation Measure BI0-1a: Pre-Construction SpecialStatus Avian Surveys. No more than two weeks in advance
of any tree or shrub pruning, removal, or ground-disturbing
activity that will commence during the breeding season
(February 1 through August 31 ), a qualified wildlife biologist
will conduct pre-construction surveys of all potential
special-status bird nesting habitat in the vicinity of the
planned activity. Pre-construction surveys are not required
for construction activities scheduled to occur during the
non-breeding season (August 31 through January 31 ).
Construction activities commencing during the nonbreeding season and continuing into the breeding season
do not require surveys (as it is assumed that any breeding
birds taking up nests would be acclimated to project-related
activities already under way). Nests initiated during
construction activities would be presumed to be unaffected
by the activity, and a buffer zone around such nests would
not be necessary. However, a nest initiated during
construction cannot be moved or altered.

A nesting bird survey shall be prepared
if tree or shrub pruning, removal or
ground-disturbing activity will
commence between February 1
through August 31.

If pre-construction surveys indicate that no nests of
special-status birds are present or that nests are
inactive or potential habitat is unoccupied: no further
mitigation is required.
If active nests of special-status birds are found during
the surveys: implement Mitigation Measure BI0-1b.
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Prior to tree or
shrub pruning or
removal, any ground
disturbing activity
and/or issuance of
demolition, grading
or building permits.

Qualified wildlife
biologist retained by
project sponsor(s)

COD

1283-1295 El Camino Real Project Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
~

Mitigation Measure BI0-1b: Avoidance of active nests. If
active nests of special-status birds or other birds are found
during surveys, the results of the surveys would be
discussed with the California Department of Fish and
Game and avoidance procedures will be adopted, if
necessary, on a case-by- case basis. In the event that a
special-status bird or protected nest is found, construction
would be stopped until either the bird leaves the area or
avoidance measures are adopted. Avoidance measures
can include construction buffer areas (up to several
hundred feet in the case of raptors), relocation of birds, or
seasonal avoidance. If buffers are created, a no
disturbance zone will be created around active nests during
the breeding season or until a qualified biologist determines
that all young have fledged. The size of the buffer zones
and types of construction activities restricted will take into
account factors such as the following:
1. Noise and human disturbance levels at the Plan area
and the nesting site at the time of the survey and the noise
and disturbance expected during the construction activity;
2. Distance and amount of vegetation or other screening
between the Plan area and the nest; and
3. Sensitivity of individual nesting species and behaviors of
the nesting birds.

If active nests are found during survey,
the results will be discussed with the
California Department of Fish and
Game and avoidance procedures
adopted.
Halt construction if a special-status bird
or protected nest is found until the bird
leaves the area or avoidance measures
are adopted.

Prior to tree or
shrub pruning or
removal, any
ground-disturbing
activities and/or
issuance of
demolition, grading
or building permits.

~

Project sponsor(s)
and contractor(s)

COD

Impact 810-3: Impacts to migratory or breeding special-status birds and other special-status species due to lighting conditions. (Potentially Significant)
Mitigation Measure BI0-3a: Reduce building lighting from
Reduce building lighting from exterior
COD
Prior to building
Project sponsor(s)
exterior sources.
sources.
permit issuance and and contractor(s)
ongoing.
a. Minimize amount and visual impact of perimeter lighting
and fa9ade up-lighting and avoid uplighting of rooftop
antennae and other tall equipment, as well as of any
decorative features;
b. Installing motion-sensor lighting, or lighting controlled by
timers set to turn off at the earliest practicable hour;
c. Utilize minimum wattage fixtures to achieve required
lighting levels;
d. Comply with federal aviation safety regulations for large
buildings by installing minimum intensity white strobe
lighting with a three-second flash interval instead of
continuous flood lighting, rotating lights, or red lighting
e. Use cutoff shields on streetlight and external lights to
prevent upwards lighting.
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Mitigation Measure BI0-3b: Reduce building lighting from
interior sources.

Reduce building lighting
from interior sources.

a. Dim lights in lobbies, perimeter circulation areas, and
atria;

Prior to building
permit issuance and
ongoing.

Project sponsor(s)
and contractor(s)

COD

Qualified bat
biologist retained by
project sponsor(s)

COD

b. Turn off all unnecessary lighting by 11 pm thorough
sunrise, especially during peak migration periods (midMarch to early June and late August through late October);
c. Use gradual or staggered switching to progressively turn
on building lights at sunrise.
d. Utilize automatic controls (motion sensors,
photosensors, etc.) to shut off lights in the evening when no
one is present;
e. Encourage the use of localized task lighting to reduce
the need for more extensive overhead lighting;

f. Schedule nightly maintenance to conclude by 11 p.m.;
g. Educate building users about the dangers of night
lighting to birds.
Impact 810-5: The Specific Plan could result in the take of special-status bat species. (Potentially Significant)
Mitigation Measure BIO-Sa: Preconstruction surveys.
Retain a qualified bat biologist to
Prior to tree pruning
Potential direct and indirect disturbances to special-status
conduct pre-construction survey for
or removal or
bats and potential roosting sites in
bats will be identified by locating colonies and instituting
issuance of
demolition, grading
protective measures prior to construction of any
vicinity of planned activity.
subsequent development project. No more than two weeks
or building permits.
Halt construction if bats are discovered
in advance of tree removal or structural alterations to
during construction until surveys can be
buildings with closed areas such as attics, a qualified bat
biologist (e.g., a biologist holding a California Department
completed and proper mitigation
of Fish and Game collection permit and a Memorandum of
measures implemented.
Understanding with the California Department of Fish and
Game allowing the biologist to handle and collect bats)
shall conduct pre-construction surveys for potential bats in
the vicinity of the planned activity. A qualified biologist will
survey buildings and trees (over 12 inches in diameter at
4.S-foot height) scheduled for demolition to assess whether
these structures are occupied by bats. No activities that
would result in disturbance to active roosts will proceed
prior to the completed surveys. If bats are discovered
during construction, any and all construction activities that
threaten individuals, roosts, or hibernacula will be stopped
until surveys can be completed by a qualified bat biologist
and proper mitigation measures implemented.
If no active roosts present: no further action is warranted.
If roosts or hibernacula are present: implement

Mitigation Measures BIO-Sb and Sc.
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Mitigation Measure BI0-5b: Avoidance. If any active
nursery or maternity roosts or hibernacula of special-status
bats are located, the subsequent development project may
be redesigned to avoid impacts. Demolition of that tree or
structure will commence after young are flying (i.e., after
July 31, confirmed by a qualified bat biologist) or before
maternity colonies forms the following year (i.e., prior to
March 1). For hibernacula, any subsequent development
project shall only commence after bats have left the
hibernacula. No-disturbance buffer zones acceptable to the
California Department of Fish and Game will be observed
during the maternity roost season (March 1 through July
31) and during the winter for hibernacula (October 15
through February 15).
Also, a no-disturbance buffer acceptable in size to the
California Department of Fish and Game will be created
around any roosts in the Project vicinity (roosts that will not
be destroyed by the Project but are within the Plan area)
during the breeding season (April 15 through August 15),
and around hibernacula during winter (October 15 through
February 15). Bat roosts initiated during construction are
presumed to be unaffected, and no buffer is necessary.
However, the "take" of individuals is prohibited.

If any active nursery or maternity roosts
or hibernacula are located, no
disturbance buffer zones shall be
established during the maternity roost
and breeding seasons and hibernacula.

Prior to tree removal
or pruning or
issuance of
demolition, grading
or building permits

Qualified bat
biologist retained by
project sponsor(s)

CDD

Mitigation Measure BI0-5c: Safely evict non-breeding
roosts. Non-breeding roosts of special-status bats shall be
evicted under the direction of a qualified bat biologist. This
will be done by opening the roosting area to allow airflow
through the cavity. Demolition will then follow no sooner or
later than the following day. There should not be less than
one night between initial disturbance with airflow and
demolition. This action should allow bats to leave during
dark hours, thus increasing their chance of finding new
roosts with a minimum of potential predation during
daylight. Trees with roosts that need to be removed should
first be disturbed at dusk, just prior to removal that same
evening, to allow bats to escape during the darker hours.
However, the "take" of individuals is prohibited.

A qualified bat biologist shall direct the
eviction of non-breeding roosts.

Prior to tree removal
or pruning or
issuance of
demolition, grading
or building permits.

Qualified bat
biologist retained by
project sponsor(s)

CDD
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CULTURAL RESOURCES
Impact CUL-1: The proposed Specific Plan could have a significant impact on historic architectural resources. (Potentially Significant)
Mitigation Measure CUL-1: Site Specific Evaluations and
A qualified architectural historian shall
Simultaneously with
Qualified
a project application
architectural
Treatment in Accordance with the Secretary of the Interior's complete a site-specific historic
Standards:
resources study. For structures found to submittal.
historian retained by
be historic, specify treating conforming
the Project
Site-Specific Evaluations: In order to adequately address
to Secretary of the Interior's standards,
sponsor(s).
the level of potential impacts for an individual project and
as applicable.
thereby design appropriate mitigation measures, the City
shall require project sponsors to complete site-specific
evaluations at the time that individual projects are proposed
at or adjacent to buildings that are at least 50 years old.

I

The project sponsor shall be required to complete a sitespecific historic resources study performed by a qualified
architectural historian meeting the Secretary of the
Interior's Standards for Architecture or Architectural
History. At a minimum, the evaluation shall consist of a
records search, an intensive-level pedestrian field survey,
an evaluation of significance using standard National
Register Historic Preservation and California Register
Historic Preservation evaluation criteria, and recordation of
all identified historic buildings and structures on California
Department of Parks and Recreation 523 Site Record
forms. The evaluation shall describe the historic context
and setting, methods used in the investigation, results of
the evaluation, and recommendations for management of
identified resources. If federal or state funds are involved,
certain agencies, such as the Federal Highway
Administration and California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans), have specific requirements for inventory areas
and documentation format.
Treatment in Accordance with the Secretary of the
Interior's Standards. Any future proposed project in the
Plan Area that would affect previously recorded historic
resources, or those identified as a result of site-specific
surveys and evaluations, shall conform to the Secretary of
the Interior's Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties and Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating,
Restoring, and Reconstructing Historic Buildings (1995).
The Standards require the preservation of character
defining features which convey a building's historical
significance, and offers guidance about appropriate and
compatible alterations to such structures.

_.c
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CDD
STATUS:
COMPLETE: The
historic resource
evaluation from
Archives &
Architecture, LLC,
dated March 2015,
concludes that the
property located at
1283-1285 El
Camino Real is not
a historic resource,
and the project will
not have an adverse
effect on a historic
resource, as the
property is not
eligible for the
California Register
of Historical
Resources. Due to
the fact that the
property is not
eligible for the
Register, the project
is not required
under CEQA to
comply with the
Secretary of the
Interior's Standards
for the Treatment of
Historic Properties
and Guidelines for
Preserving,
Rehabilitating,
Restoring, and
Reconstructing
Historic Buildings.
1295 El Camino
Real is less than 50
years old and not an
exceptional
architectural
specimen, so its
demolition can also
proceed.

1283-1295 El Camino Real Project Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Impact CUL-2: The proposed Specific Plan could impact currently unknown archaeological resources. (Potentially Significant)
Mitigation Measure CUL-2a: When specific projects are
A qualified archeologist shall complete
Simultaneously with
Qualified
proposed that involve ground disturbing activity, a sitea site-specific cultural resources study.
archaeologist
a project application
specific cultural resources study shall be performed by a
submittal.
retained by the
qualified archaeologist or equivalent cultural resources
If resources are identified and cannot
project sponsor(s).
professional that will include an updated records search,
be avoided, treatment plans will be
developed to mitigate impacts to less
pedestrian survey of the project area, development of a
historic context, sensitivity assessment for buried
than significant, as specified.
prehistoric and historic-period deposits, and preparation of
a technical report that meets federal and state
requirements. If historic or unique resources are identified
and cannot be avoided, treatment plans will be developed
in consultation with the City and Native American
representatives to mitigate potential impacts to less than
significant based on either the Secretary of the Interior's
Standards described in Mitigation Measure CUL-1 (if the
site is historic) or the provisions of Public Resources Code
Section 21083.2 (if a unique archaeological site).
Mitigation Measure CUL-2b: Should any archaeological
artifacts be found during construction, all construction
activities within 50 feet shall immediately halt and the City
must be notified. A qualified archaeologist shall inspect the
findings within 24 hours of the discovery. If the resource is
determined to be a historical resource or unique resource,
the archaeologist shall prepare a plan to identify, record,
report, evaluate, and recover the resources as necessary,
which shall be implemented by the developer. Construction
within the area of the find shall not recommence until
impacts on the historical or unique archaeological resource
are mitigated as described in Mitigation Measure CUL-2a
above. Additionally, Public Resources Code Section
5097.993 stipulates that a project sponsor must inform
project personnel that collection of any Native American
artifact is prohibited by law.

If any archaeological artifacts are
discovered during
demolition/construction, all ground
disturbing activity within 50 feet shall be
halted immediately, and the City of
Menlo Park Community Development
Department shall be notified within 24
hours.
A qualified archaeologist shall inspect
any archaeological artifacts found
during construction and if determined to
be a resource shall prepare a plan
meeting the specified standards which
shall be implemented by the project
sponsor(s).
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Ongoing during
construction.

Qualified
archaeologist
retained by the
project sponsor(s).

COD
STATUS:
COMPLETE: The
cultural resource
evaluation, prepared
by Archaeological
Resource
Management and
dated March 4,
2014 (date may be
a typo- report
submitted in March
2015), concludes
that the proposed
project will have no
impact on cultural
resources.
COD

1283-1295 El Camino Real Project Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Impact CUL-4: Implementation of the Plan may cause disturbance of human remains including those interred outside of formal cemeteries. (Potentially
Significant)
Mitigation Measure CUL-4: If human remains are
discovered during construction, CEQA Guidelines
15064.5(e)(1) shall be followed, which is as follows:
* In the event of the accidental discovery or recognition of

any human remains in any location other than a dedicated
cemetery, the following steps should be taken:
1) There shall be no further excavation or disturbance of
the site or any nearby area reasonably suspected to overlie
adjacent human remains until:

If human remains are discovered during
any construction activities, all grounddisturbing activity within the site or any
nearby area shall be halted
immediately, and the County coroner
must be contacted immediately and
other specified procedures must be
followed as applicable.

a) The San Mateo County coroner must be contacted
to determine that no investigation of the cause of death is
required; and
b) If the coroner determines the remains to be Native
American:
1. The coroner shall contact the Native American
Heritage Commission within 24 hours;
2. The Native American Heritage Commission shall identify
the person or persons it believes to be the most likely
descended from the deceased Native American;
3. The most likely descendent may make recommendations
to the landowner or the person responsible for the
excavation work, for means of treating or disposing of, with
appropriate dignity, the human remains and any associated
grave goods as provided in Public Resources Code Section
5097.98; or
2) Where the following conditions occur, the landowner
or his authorized representative shall rebury the Native
American human remains and associated grave goods with
appropriate dignity on the property in a location not subject
to further subsurface disturbance.
a) The Native American Heritage Commission is
unable to identify a most likely descendent or the most
likely descendent failed to make a recommendation within
48 hours after being notified by the Commission.
b) The descendant identified fails to make a
recommendation; or
c) The landowner or his authorized representative rejects
the recommendation of the descendant, and the mediation
by the Native American Heritage Commission fails to
provide measures acceptable to the landowner.
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On-going during
construction

Qualified
archeologist
retained by the
project sponsor(s)

COD

1283-1295 El Camino Real Project Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
GREENHOUSE GASES AND CLIMATE CHANGE
Impact GHG-2: The Specific Plan could conflict with applicable plans, policies or regulations of an agency with jurisdiction over the Specific Plan adopted for
the purpose of reducing the emissions of GHGs. (Significant)
Mitigation Measure GHG-2a: All residential and/or mixed
use developments of sufficient size to require LEED
certification under the Specific Plan shall install one
dedicated electric vehicle/plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
recharging station for every 20 residential parking spaces
provided. Per the Climate Action Plan the complying
applicant could receive incentives, such as streamlined
permit processing, fee discounts, or design templates.

Install one dedicated electric
vehicle/plug-in hybrid electric vehicle
recharging station for every 20
residential parking spaces

Simultaneous with
project application
submittal

Project sponsor(s)

COD

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Impact HAZ-1: Disturbance and release of contaminated soil during demolition and construction phases of the project, or transportation of excavated material,
or contaminated groundwater could expose construction workers, the public, or the environment to adverse conditions related to hazardous materials handling.
(Potentially Significant)
Mitigation Measure HAZ-1: Prior to issuance of any
building permit for sites where ground breaking activities
would occur, all proposed development sites shall have a
Phase I site assessment performed by a qualified
environmental consulting firm in accordance with the
industry required standard known as ASTM E 1527-05. The
City may waive the requirement for a Phase I site
assessment for sites under current and recent regulatory
oversight with respect to hazardous materials
contamination. If the Phase I assessment shows the
potential for hazardous releases, then Phase II site
assessments or other appropriate analyses shall be
conducted to determine the extent of the contamination and
the process for remediation. All proposed development in
the Plan area where previous hazardous materials releases
have occurred shall require remediation and cleanup to
levels established by the overseeing regulatory agency
(San Mateo County Environmental Health (SMCEH),
Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) or
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC)
appropriate for the proposed new use of the site. All
proposed groundbreaking activities within areas of
identified or suspected contamination shall be conducted
according to a site specific health and safety plan, prepared
by a licensed professional in accordance with Cal/OHSA
regulations (contained in Title 8 of the California Code of
Regulations) and approved by SMCEH prior to the
commencement of groundbreaking.

Prepare a Phase ·1 site assessment.
If assessment shows potential for
hazardous releases, then a Phase II
site assessment shall be conducted.
Remediation shall be conducted
according to standards of overseeing
regulatory agency where previous
hazardous releases have occurred.

Prior to issuance of
any grading or
building permit for
sites with
groundbreaking
activity.

Qualified
environmental
consulting firm and
licensed
professionals hired
by project
sponsor(s)

COD

Groundbreaking activities where there
is identified or suspected contamination
shall be conducted according to a sitespecific health and safety plan.
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1283-1295 El Camino Real Project Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program
Impact HAZ-3: Hazardous materials used on any individual site during construction activities (i.e., fuels, lubricants, solvents) could be released to the
environment through improper handling or storage. (Potentially Significant)
Mitigation Measure HAZ-3: All development and
redevelopment shall require the use of construction Best
Management Practices (BMPs) to control handling of
hazardous materials during construction to minimize the
potential negative effects from accidental release to
groundwater and soils. For projects that disturb less than
one acre, a list of BMPs to be implemented shall be part of
building specifications and approved of by the City Building
Department prior to issuance of a buildinQ permit.

Implement best management practices
to reduce the release of hazardous
materials during construction.

Prior to building
permit issuance for
sites disturbing less
than one acre and
on-going during
construction for all
project sites

Project sponsor(s)
and contractor(s)

COD

NOISE
Impact NOl-1: Construction activities associated with implementation of the Specific Plan would result in substantial temporary or periodic increases in ambient
noise levels in the Specific Plan area above levels existing without the Specific Plan and in excess of standards established in the local general plan or noise
ordinance, or applicable standards of other agencies. (Potentially Significant)
A construction noise control plan shall
Prior to demolition,
Project sponsor(s)
COD
Mitigation Measure N0/-1 a: Construction contractors for
be prepared and submitted to the City
grading or building
and
subsequent development projects within the Specific Plan
contractor( s)
permit issuance
area shall utilize the best available noise control techniques tor review.
Implement noise control techniques to
Measures shown on
(e.g., improved mufflers, equipment redesign, use of intake
reduce ambient noise levels.
plans, construction
silencers, ducts, engine enclosures, and
documents and
acousticallyattenuating shields or shrouds, etc.) when
specification and
within 400 feet of sensitive receptor locations. Prior to
ongoing through
demolition, grading or building permit issuance, a
construction
construction noise control plan that identifies the best
available noise control techniques to be implemented, shall
be prepared by the construction contractor and submitted
to the City for review and approval. The plan shall include,
but not be limited to, the following noise control elements:
*Impact tools (e.g., jack hammers, pavement breakers,
and rock drills) used for construction shall be hydraulically
or electrically powered wherever possible to avoid noise
associated with compressed air exhaust from
pneumatically powered tools. However, where use of
pneumatic tools is unavoidable, an exhaust muffler on the
compressed air exhaust shall be used; this muffler shall
achieve lower noise levels from the exhaust by
approximately 10 dBA. External jackets on the tools
themselves shall be used where feasible in order to
achieve a reduction of 5 dBA. Quieter procedures shall be
used, such as drills rather than impact equipment,
whenever feasible;
* Stationary noise sources shall be located as far from
adjacent receptors as possible and they shall be muffled
and enclosed within temporary sheds, incorporate
insulation barriers, or other measures to the extent feasible;
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1283-1295 El Camino Real Project Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting- Program
-

* When construction occurs near residents, affected parties
within 400 feet of the construction area shall be notified of
the construction schedule prior to demolition, grading or
building permit issuance. Notices sent to residents shall
include a project hotline where residents would be able to
call and issue complaints. A Project Construction
Complaint and Enforcement Manager shall be designated
to receive complaints and notify the appropriate City staff of
such complaints. Signs shall be posted at the construction
site that include permitted construction days and hours, a
day and evening contact number for the job site, and day
and evening contact numbers, both for the construction
contractor and City representative(s), in the event of
problems.
Mitigation Measure N0/-1 c: The City shall condition
approval of projects near receptors sensitive to
construction noise, such as residences and schools, such
that, in the event of a justified complaint regarding
construction noise, the City would have the ability to require
changes in the construction control noise plan to address
complaints.

Condition projects such that if justified
complaints from adjacent sensitive
receptors are received, City may
require changes in construction noise
control plan.

Condition shown on
plans, construction
documents and
specifications.
When justified
complaint received
by City.

Project sponsor(s)
and contractor(s) for
revisions to
construction noise
control plan.

COD

Impact NOl-3: The Specific Plan would introduce sensitive receptors to a noise environment with noise levels in excess of standards considered acceptable
under the City of Menlo Park Municipal Code. (Potentially Significant)

Mitigation Measure N0/-3: Interior noise exposure within
homes proposed for the Specific Plan area shall be
assessed by a qualified acoustical engineer to determine if
sound rated walls and windows would be required to meet
the Title 24 interior noise level standard of 45 dBA, Ldn.
The results of each study shall be submitted to the City
showing conceptual window and wall assemblies with
Sound Transmission Class (STC) ratings necessary to
achieve the noise reductions for the project to satisfy the
interior noise criteria within the noise environment of the
Plan area.

Interior noise exposure assessed by
qualified acoustical engineer and
results submitted to City showing
conceptual window and wall assemblies
necessary to meet City standards.
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Simultaneous with
submittal for a
building permit.

Project sponsors(s)
and contractor(s)

COD
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TRANSPORTATION, CIRCULATION AND PARKING
Impact TR-1: Traffic from future development in the Plan area would adversely affect operation of area intersections. (Significant)
Mitigation Measures TR-ta through TR-1d: (see EIR for
Payment of fair share
Prior to building
Project sponsor(s)
details)
funding.
permit issuance.

Impact TR-2: Traffic from future development in the Plan area would adversely affect operation of local roadway segments. (Significant)
Mitigation Measure TR-2: New developments within the
Develop a Transportation Demand
Submit draft TOM
Project sponsor(s)
Specific Plan area, regardless of the amount of new traffic
Management program.
program with
they would generate, are required to have in-place a Citybuilding permit. City
approved Transportation Demand Management (TOM)
approval required
program prior to project occupancy to mitigate impacts on
before permit
roadway segments and intersections. TOM programs could
issuance.
include the following measures for site users (taken from
Implementation prior
to project
the C/CAG CMP), as applicable:
occupancy.
* Commute alternative information;
* Bicycle storage facilities;
* Showers and changing rooms;
* Pedestrian and bicycle subsidies;
*Operating dedicated shuttle service (or buying into a
shuttle consortium);

PW/COD

PW/COD

* Subsidizing transit tickets;
* Preferential parking for carpoolers;
* Provide child care services and convenience shopping
within new developments;
* Van pool programs;
* Guaranteed ride home program for those who use
alternative modes;
* Parking cashout programs and discounts for persons who
carpool, vanpool, bicycle or use public transit;
* Imposing charges for parking rather than providing free
parking;
* Providing shuttles for customers and visitors; and/or
* Car share programs.
Impact TR-7: Cumulative development, along with development in the Plan area, would adversely affect operation of local intersections. (Significant)
Prior to building
Project sponsor(s)
PW/COD
Mitigation Measures TR-7a through TR-7n: (see EIR for
Payment of fair share
permit issuance.
funding.
details)

Impact TR-8: Cumulative development, along with development in the Plan area would adversely affect operation of local roadway segments. (Significant)
Mitigation Measure TR-8: Implement TR-2 (TOM Program). See Mitigation Measure TR-2.
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